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food and
drink
trends
for 2018
Trends in the food and drink industry are always
evolving and it is sometimes difficult to keep up.
However, market intelligence agency Mintel’s Global Food
and Drink Trends 2018 report predicts five key trends that
will gain traction in the industry in 2018.
© stock.adobe.com/au/Grafvision

Full disclosure
Transparency is not a new concept in the food industry,
with more consumers than ever wanting to know about every
aspect of the food supply chain, from where ingredients
were grown, how they were harvested and by whom. Food
safety has come under fire over the last few years, which
has led to consumers needing reassurance about the origins
of the products they buy. It is predicted that companies will
respond by increasing natural, ethical and environmental
claims, but they will also be challenged to provide transparent and traceable products that win back their trust and
are accessible to all customers, regardless of their income.

Self-fulfilling practices
Negativity and stress are often present in the modern consumer’s life, and Mintel suggests that this promotes the need
for “self-care”. Consumers are looking for a variety of different
ingredients, combinations and portions of food and drink that
can be customised to their definition of a healthy lifestyle. A
heightened focus on the nutritional, physical and emotional
benefits that these products can provide will therefore be a
driving force behind consumer buying habits in the coming year.

New sensations
More adventurous palettes have been encouraged by a
larger variety of different food combinations and flavours,
but Mintel suggests the 2018 trend will be food textures.
With younger generations in particular looking for new
and exciting experiences that can be documented on social
media, texture is a fairly unexplored area of food that can
provide an interactive, multisensory experience.

Preferential treatment
A good customer experience is built around personalisation.
With time and cost savings motivating modern consumers,
4
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companies are looking to provide different channels and
technologies for them to buy food and drink, including
home delivery and subscription services. Making shopping more efficient and convenient for consumers will
see companies turn to technological solutions, whether
it’s customised recommendations based on what they have
previously bought or viewed, or cross-category pairings that
may interest them.

Science fare
This leads on to the final trend set to define food and drink
in 2018 — technology. Technology can provide modern
solutions to traditional practices across supply chains and
manufacturing.
Scientifically engineered ingredients and finished products
will feature in 2018, with farms and factories being replaced
by technology. Cultured and synthetic food and drink is only
just emerging, but technology could eventually be used to
design food and drink that is inherently more nutritious. This
is predicted to appeal not only to environmentally conscious
shoppers, but also to consumers who are concerned about
ingredient consistency, efficacy and purity.
Therefore, 2018 will see an increasing focus on transparency, self-care, textures, personalisation and technology. Mintel Global Food and Drink Analyst Jenny Zegler summarised:
“In 2018, Mintel foresees opportunities for manufacturers
and retailers to help consumers regain trust in food and
drink and to relieve stress through balanced diets as well
as memorable eating and drinking experiences. There also
is an exciting new chapter dawning in which technology
will help brands and retailers forge more personalised
connections with shoppers, while enterprising companies
are using scientific engineering to create an exciting new
generation of sustainable food and drink.”
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Unified national brand announced for
Australian exports
A strong brand helps a company gain recognition and support, and instills consumer
confidence, and this also applies to exported goods.
For a number of years, people have called for the introduction of consistent branding
for all Australian exports. It seems the federal government has listened, announcing in
the 2017 Foreign Policy White Paper that it plans to introduce a unified national brand to
promote the country’s products in international markets.
Australian Made Campaign Chief Executive Ian Harrison welcomed this announcement,
explaining, “The power of consistent branding, both here and overseas, cannot be overstated.”
The white paper argued that, previously, Australia had inconsistent branding across
education, tourism and the general ‘Australia Unlimited’ brand, which weakened its
efforts compared to other countries. For example, New Zealand was admired for the way
its products were grouped underneath its simple and effective ‘100% pure New
Zealand’ brand.
Harrison suggested that the well-established Australian Made, Australian
Grown logo is the most trusted country-of-origin symbol. For this reason, it
would make sense for it to form a key part of government’s commitment to help
Australians get their goods recognised abroad.
“The iconic green-and-gold kangaroo logo has been clearly identifying
Australian goods in export markets for more than 30 years with great success,
so there is a pivotal role for the symbol to play in any Brand Australia strategy,”
he said.
It is currently used by nearly 3000 businesses across more than 20,000 products
sold all over the world. The logo’s role as the country’s global products symbol
is further reinforced by the fact that it is part of the government’s new countryof-origin food label, which will become compulsory for most Australian food
products sold in Australia by July 2018.
Therefore, it is possible the new Brand Australia could build on the Australian
Made, Australian Grown logo, but it has not been confirmed.

Asia’s going organic
Double-digit growth rates are being reported by some Asian markets for growth in
organic food uptake. It is anticipated that regional sales will reach US$10 billion in the
coming years.
Food safety and quality concerns along with growing awareness of organic production
methods and rising disposable incomes, especially in China and India, are driving the
demand for organics.
The Chinese market has expanded significantly in the last decade partly because of
the high incidence of food scares, such as rotten meat, sewage oil, and contaminated
beef and pork. The melamine scandal — which involved dairy products and infant
formula adulterated with the industrial chemical — has had the most impact. China
now has the largest market for organic infant formula products in the world, worth
about US$200 million.
The Indian market is also showing accelerated growth. Like China, a burgeoning
middle class is willing to pay a premium for organic foods perceived to be healthier and
safer than conventional foods. The recent announcement by the Indian Government of a
common organic logo and domestic regulation is expected to boost consumer confidence
in organic products. India already has the highest number of organic producers in the
world: 585,000. In 2016, a major milestone was reached when Sikkim became the first
100% organic state in Asia.
High growth in the Asian organic products market is attracting investment. Inner
Mongolia Shengmu High-Tech Dairy Company, the largest organic dairy company in
China, became publicly listed in 2014. The leading organic food enterprise in India,
Sresta Natural Bioproducts, is partly owned by the investment firms Peepul Capital
and Ventureast. It sells over 200 organic products under the Mantra Organic brand in
its domestic market, as well as exports to international markets.
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Bosch Australia and Monash
University launch Melbourne ag-tech
facility

Who contributes to Australia’s
$9.6 billion of food waste
each year?
The average Australian household wastes 14% of the food
it procures every year. Reducing this wastage by half would
result in $525 in savings, according to the RaboDirect 2017
Food & Farming Report.
Most of us (53%) consider ourselves to be ethically
conscious consumers and 77% claim to care about changing
their waste habits — but the waste is still piling up.
90% of households waste food every week. City dwellers
are more wasteful, throwing away 16% of their food each
week while regional/rural dwellers are thriftier, only throwing
away 10%.
Generationally, Baby Boomers (7%) remain least wasteful,
with Gen Y (20%) demonstrating more wasteful actions than
Gen Z (18%) or Gen X (11%).
The report, part of RaboDirect’s annual Financial Health
Barometer, aims to shine a light on the issue of food waste in
Australia and to help educate consumers on reducing waste,
while saving dollars in the process. RaboDirect surveyed 2300
Australians, aged between 18 and 65, about their attitudes
towards food and waste, savings and debt, as well as farming
and resources.

Why are we wasting all this food?
• 43% buy too much food
• 82% of people who waste food indicate that food goes off
before they can finish it
• 28% never eat food past its ‘best before’ date
• 10% won’t use leftovers

Bosch Australia has collaborated with Monash University on a
new ag-tech facility which aims to address the challenges faced
by the agriculture sector using new techniques such as automated
harvesting, sensing networks and driverless vehicles.
Occupying one hectare at Bosch’s headquarters in Clayton, the
launch pad facility and accompanying development centre will
also house a ‘smart farm’. The space will include cropping trials
and early-stage prototype development, enabling the use of artificial
intelligence, automation, robotics and advanced sensor technology.
Together, they will research future farming solutions. The
partnership would leverage the university’s close connections to
industry and multidisciplinary capabilities across engineering, IT
and science, and establish them as leaders in driving technological
advances in agriculture.
With the population rapidly increasing, agriculture and food
productivity is set to overtake minerals and mining to become the
biggest industrial sector by 2050. Monash Deputy Vice-Chancellor
and Vice-President (Enterprise) Ken Sloan suggested the ag-tech
sector will be “the next big growth industry for Australia”.
Sloan also stated: “With rising temperatures and rapid population
growth requiring food production to double by mid-century, it’s
clear we need major innovations in how we eat and farm. We need
inventions to increase yields, nutrient quality and sustainability of
our food production to cope with the world demand and climate.
“The ag-tech launch pad could prove instrumental in driving
long-term collaborative efforts to address global food security and
significantly advance farming practices to safeguard against rising
demands.”
The facility will become a key component of food and agriculture
innovation at Monash, which already includes the Food Innovation
Centre, the Food Incubuator and the Australia-China Dairy
Manufacturing Centre.
This is also not the first time Bosch has worked on agricultural
solutions. Bosch is a lead investor and technology partner of
The Yield, an Australian ag-tech company which uses real-time
microclimate data to transform agriculture and food production
practices. The company has also worked with Australian ag-tech
start-up SwarmFarm on its autonomous agriculture robotic platform.
Bosch Australia President Gavin Smith stated: “Increasingly, we
see that there is no better place than Australia for ag-tech innovation.
The establishment of the launch pad by Monash at our facility in
Clayton will present a myriad of opportunities for collaboration.”
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Our intentions are good
• 80% believe in the importance of farmers for the wellbeing
of the nation
• 66% prefer to buy local produce and support local growers
and are happy to pay more for it
• 86% of Australians are concerned that fruit and vegetables
are rejected by supermarkets due to imperfections

Education is the key
Those who know hardly anything about food and farming
production waste more than 20% of their food. However,
those who know just a little bit about food production and
farming reduce their waste levels to 11%.
Knowledge of food manufacture and farming is generational
with 39% of Baby Boomers claiming some knowledge,
Gen Y 29% and Gen X 23%.
www.foodprocessing.com.au
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Napping Listeria : bacteria that
hide in cells
Listeriois is a serious but uncommon disease caused by
consuming foods that have been contaminated by the Listeria
monocytogenes bacterium. Individuals with an impaired
immune system, the elderly, new-born infants and even farmed
livestock are among those most at risk, and it has the ability
to cause severe clinical symptoms possibly resulting in death.
Published in PLOS Pathogens, INRA scientists collaborated
with their colleagues at Institut Pasteur and demonstrated that
L. monocytogenes can generate dormant intracellular forms that
could be unknowingly harboured by their host.
The Listeria bacteria can invade different cells in the body,
including the epithelial cells in the intestine, liver, brain and
placenta. When it reaches the cell’s cytoplasm, it multiplies and
uses a network of cell filaments — called the cytoskeleton — to
travel and spread into other cells. This enables L. monocytogenes
to disseminate throughout the tissues in the body.
The researchers studied the behaviour of L. monocytogenes
by creating an in vitro experimental model using cultures of
human epithelial cells. Through this model, they discovered
that L. monocytogenes is able to change its lifestyle when it
infects the cells of the liver and placenta for several days.
The bacteria gradually stop producing the protein (ActA)
that helps them spread using the cytoskeleton of infected cells.
Since they are trapped in the vacuoles, their ability to resist
antibiotics increases and they can reactivate themselves in a
form that can be disseminated again.
It can enter host cells while they are dividing and
go undetected on the
culture media usually
used for diagnostic
tests. Although viable,
the bacteria are in a
non-cultivable state.
The in vitro
results have revealed
that humans or
animals could be
carriers of dormant
L. monocytogenes,
displaying no
symptoms for up to three months, until they are reactivated.
Therefore, if listeriosis occurs a long time after eating
contaminated food, this may explain why it is often difficult
to identify the source.
The scientists suggest that this research could encourage
further investigation which may result in the development
of new therapeutic and diagnostic strategies. It may also help
manage the risks related to a microbial food contaminant.
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Flies carry more harmful bacteria
than suspected
Whether they’re descending on your food and drink or just
generally pestering you, flies are a cause of annoyance for many.
And that’s not their only vice, as research from Pennsylvania State
University found that they may also carry more potent pathogens
than suspected.
Flies have been known to play an important role in carrying
and spreading diseases, but this study highlights the extent of
that threat.
Ana Carolina Junqueira, Professor of Genetics and Genomics
at the Federal University of Rio De Janeiro, stated: “This is the
first study that depicts the entire microbial DNA content of insect
vectors using unbiased methods.”
Using DNA sequencing, researchers studied the microbiomes of
116 houseflies and blowflies from three different continents, and
found they carried over 600 hundred different species of bacteria.
Bacteria can be spread through many different body parts
of a fly, but the legs were found to be the biggest culprit in the
transmission of microbial organisms between surfaces, according
to Stephan Schuster, research director at Nanyang Technological
University.
He indicated that legs and wings act as “airborne shuttles” to
bacteria. “It may be that bacteria survive their journey, growing and
spreading on a new surface. In fact, the study shows that each step
of hundreds that a fly has taken leaves behind a microbial colony
track, if the new surface supports bacterial growth.”
Blowflies and houseflies — both carrion fly species — are often
found around faeces and decaying organic matter, meaning they
are exposed to very unhygienic environments where they can
easily pick up bacteria that could be harmful to humans, plants
and animals. However, the flies collected from stables carried
fewer pathogens than those collected from urban environments.
Flies and humans live in close proximity to one another, but
the study revealed that the presence of humans actually increases
the potential for flies to carry diseases.
“It will really make you think twice about eating that potato
salad that’s been sitting out at your next picnic,” said Donald
Bryant, Ernest C. Pollard Professor of Biotechnology and Professor
of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology at Penn State. “It might
be better to have that picnic in the woods, far away from urban
environments, not a central park.”
Bryant also suggested that although flies are known to carry
bacteria, he believes their role has been overlooked in the past.
“We believe that this may show a mechanism for pathogen
transmission that has been overlooked by public health officials,
and flies may contribute to the rapid transmission of pathogens
in outbreak situations,” he said.
For example, the results showed the pathogen Helicobacter
pylori on 15 flies collected in Brazil. This pathogen often causes
ulcers in the human gut, but Schuster suggested known route of
transmission has never considered flies as a possible vector for
the disease.
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Growing bonsai trees requires a delicate balance
of respect, effort and ingenuity
This balance plays an essential role in bonsai aesthetics. The isosceles triangle,
with its unequal sides, provides asymmetry and is used in overall design to
achieve sabi, or deliberate imperfection. Interpreted as a more natural sense
of balance, sabi is highly valued in Japanese culture because it provides
movement within the composition, symbolising a continuation of life.
At SMC Pneumatics, we manifest this balance. Our Japanese Quality, Unmatched
Commercial Support, Local Manufacturing and extensive Global Supply Chain
synchronise to attain an exquisite balance between pliancy and stability, which helps
our customers’ business to thrive. With 400 sales offices expertly balanced across more
than 80 countries on five continents and a local staff complement nationwide, SMC is
always close to our customers. Through the art of listening and truly understanding,
SMC responds by designing custom products that match unique needs.

Contact us for a consultation:
AU – 1800 763 862 or AUSales@smcanz.com
NZ – 0800 1320 762 or NZSales@smcanz.com

Campylobacter

The Greeks did it to Troy — leaving a giant wooden horse at the city gates and pretending to sail
away. The Trojans took the horse into the city, assuming it was a peace offering, only to find they had
inadvertently let Greek soldiers into their city. And the rest is history.

N

ow it seems that Campylobacter jejuni is employing
a similar technique when it invades our bodies and
causes gastroenteritis. The usual culprit for giving us
a bout of Campylobacter jejuni-induced food poisoning is raw or undercooked chicken, but how do enough bacteria
survive our digestive systems to cause sickness?
They infiltrate amoebae and, while protected from the harsh
digestive conditions, the Campylobacter jejuni multiply so when
they break out they are there in high numbers. The Trojan horse
story revisited.
Kingston University researchers, including PhD student
Ana Vieira, explored the relationship between the bacteria and
amoebae to better understand how bacteria survive and how to
prevent the spread of infection.
Campylobacter and its amoebic hosts often exist in the same
environments — such as in drinking water for chickens on poultry
farms — which could increase the risk of infection, according
to Vieira. “The amoeba may act as a protective host against
some disinfection procedures, so the findings could be used to
explore new ways of helping prevent the bacteria’s spread by
breaking the chain of infection.”
The relationship between Campylobacter and amoebae has
been hotly debated in scientific circles — with conflicting findings
in previous studies as to whether the bacteria multiply inside,
or only in the beneficial environment around, amoebae cells.
The Kingston University team used a modification of a process that assesses the bacteria’s ability to invade cells — called
the gentamycin protection assay — to confirm they can survive
and multiply while inside the amoeba’s protective environment.
10
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uses Trojan horse infiltration
technique

This allows Campylobacter to thrive, escaping the amoeba
cells in larger numbers — shining a light on how it spreads
and causes disease, according to Professor Andrey Karlyshev,
a supervisor on the study.
“Our research gives us a better understanding of bacterial
survival,” he said. “Because amoebae are widespread, we have
shown how Campylobacter bacteria are able to use them as a
Trojan horse for infection of the food chain. Otherwise they
wouldn’t survive, as they are very sensitive to the environment.”
Professor Andrey Karlyshev said Campylobacter’s ability
to multiply inside ameobae cells helps protect it from harsh
environmental conditions. As part of the study, the researchers
showed how a system used by the bacteria to expel toxins —
known as a multidrug efflux pump — plays a key role in its
ability to thrive within the amoebae.
The team examined how this system helps the bacteria
become resistant to antibiotics, which could lead to new
methods of preventing resistance from developing, Professor
Karlyshev added.
“Campylobacter is becoming increasingly resistant to antibiotics because of their wide use on humans and animals,”
he said. “Due to its role in antibiotic resistance and bacterial
survival in amoebae, the efflux pump could prove to be a good
target for the development of antibacterial drugs.
“Targeting the bacterial factors required for survival within
amoebae could help to prevent Campylobacter from spreading in the environment and colonising chickens. This is turn
could help reduce its ability to enter the food chain and cause
disease in humans.”
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See the VIDEO @
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A revolutionary
mixer/tumbler

utilising standard 200 litre trolleys
• Operation based on standard 200 litre trolleys
• ZERO loading time
See us
• ZERO unloading time
at FoodPro
• Minimum cleaning time
Darling Harbour
• Very quick mixing times
July 2017
• Vacuum as standard
• Variable speed 2 to 13 rpm
• Transfer hood similar size to trolley allowing thorough mixing

Processing can’t be more simple

GAROS GBT 300 mixers/coats/marinades
(Salads, Poultry, Meats, Nuts and Snack Foods)
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discharged for further processing
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LAX Listeria scare

W

e’ve all experienced poor-quality dishes or limited food options on a flight, but have you ever
been told an airline has suspended their catering
service entirely? This is what happened recently
with several airlines due to food safety concerns.
Last month, it was revealed that airline catering service Gate
Gourmet had a Listeria scare in its kitchen at Los Angeles International
Airport (LAX), sparking several airlines such as American, Delta and
Virgin Australia to stop using its services.
Listeriosis is a foodborne disease that is especially dangerous for
individuals with an impaired immune system, the elderly, pregnant
women and newborn infants. It can take up to 70 days before
symptoms such as fever, stiff neck, muscle aches and confusion
appear, and in severe cases it can lead to miscarriages and stillbirths.
Gate Gourmet insisted that the Listeria bacteria was only present
in areas that did not come into contact with food, such as drains
and floor surfaces, and it was “immediately and aggressively
treated” the company told Business Insider. It was found during a
routine inspection, and before this incident the Los Angeles County
Department of Health had consistently awarded Gate Gourmet’s
LAX kitchen with grades in the 90–100% range (an ‘A’ grade) from
2015–2017.
American Airlines was the first to report it was suspending its
catering services in early November, while others continued to
operate as normal. Delta and Virgin Australia followed suit over the
next two weeks.
In a statement, Delta said: “While the LAX kitchen where Delta’s
food is prepared remains in compliance with local and federal

regulations, Delta has temporarily adjusted catering operations so
Gate Gourmet can take more aggressive actions to further improve
food safety.
“Delta has made alternate catering arrangements so there is no
interruption to its onboard food offerings.”
However, Virgin Australia had “limited catering” according to a
letter distributed to passengers on 11 November. The airline resorted
to buying airport cafe food and providing customers with food
vouchers before the flight.
“Guests will still receive a food service onboard; however we’re
sorry this won’t be up to our normal high standards,” the letter
said. “We are providing guests with food vouchers so they can also
purchase additional food prior to their flight.”
The LAX Gate Gourmet facility continued to operate throughout
the incident and spokeswoman Catherine Nugent said that the
situation had been resolved. The company claimed it remains
committed to food safety and there were no reported cases of
listeriosis.
It seems as though regular food and drink services have resumed
on international flights out of LAX, but it remains unclear whether
airlines are using Gate Gourmet.
A Virgin spokesperson cryptically said: “We have implemented
new arrangements with our onboard catering company at LAX so
we are satisfied with the standards of our onboard catering company
at Los Angeles.”
But which onboard catering company were they referring to? Until
more information is revealed, maybe packaged snacks are the best
option on LAX flights.
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affects onboard catering

Fly guts,

J

ust who is running the show? The trillion or so
microorganisms that live in the digestive tract of
humans, the gut microbiota, are already known
to affect a range of physiological traits including
development, immunity, nutrition and longevity, but this
list is growing as food choices, consumption and reproduction are being added. New evidence is revealing that the
gut bacteria composition of the common fruit fly affects
consumption as well as reproductive behaviour — with
potential implications for human health.
Two new studies — from the University of Sydney’s
multidisciplinary Charles Perkins Centre and School of Life
and Environmental Sciences (SOLES) in collaboration with
Macquarie University’s Department of Biological Sciences —
have discovered the gut microbiota of the common fruit fly has
a significant effect on their foraging behaviour and reproductive
success, and that its influence can be carried down to the next
generation.
Published in Current Biology, the study into foraging
behaviour manipulated the type and timing of bacteria
individual flies were exposed to, and examined their olfactoryguided preferences to food microbes and nutrients.
In addition to foraging for nutrients to achieve a balanced
diet, the researchers found flies also forage for bacteria to
populate a healthy gut flora. Responding to smells associated
with particular bacteria in foods, the flies showed a distinct
preference for more beneficial types of bacteria over less
beneficial types or food lacking the bacteria.
Lead author Dr Adam Wong, who conducted the research
while at the University of Sydney and is now based at the
University of Florida, said the findings warranted further
investigation to determine how other animals interact with
beneficial microbes in foraging.
“We knew animals foraged for nutrients in ways that optimise
their performance and physiology,” he said.
“Understanding they also forage for beneficial microbes
opens up a whole new dimension for future research. The
symbiotic relationship can shape how animals, including
humans, may perceive and prefer different nutrients and
microbes for better overall health.”
In a separate study, published in Biology Letters, researchers
inoculated flies with different types of microbes to observe the
consequences of changes in the gut bacteria composition of
sexually interacting fruit flies.
They found the reproductive investment and success of a
mating pair was influenced by gut bacteria, as well as the body
mass of offspring.
14
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diet choice and reproduction

Lead author Dr Juliano Morimoto, now at Macquarie
University, said the findings reveal the effect of gut microbiota
on reproduction, but also suggest these effects can be carried
over to the next generation.
“Given the importance of the gut microbiota in physiology
and health, our findings reveal important and long-lasting
effects of gut bacteria on reproduction and offspring traits,”
he said.
“As understanding of the gut microbiome and its effect
increases, the potential for breakthroughs in understanding
broader health impacts increases too.”
Professor Stephen Simpson, academic director at the Charles
Perkins Centre and a co-author on both papers, said the studies
provided an exciting illustration of how microbes can influence
the behaviour of host animals, which could be important for
understanding gut microbiota and cognitive function in humans
in the future.
“With the burgeoning interest in the role of the gut
microbiome in health, and cross-talk between the gut and the
brain, this demonstration that bacteria in the gut influences
foraging and reproductive behaviour is of particular interest
for further research,” he said.
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Moist duck breast
Luv-a-Duck has launched its range

BULK
HANDLING,
PREPARED
FOODSTORAGE & LOGISTICS

of moisture-infused duck breast.
The duck breasts protect
against dryness when cooking,
ensuring consistency and quality
in every dish without compromising the flavour.
Suitable for high-volume kitchens where consistency is key and time is of the
essence, each duck breast is a fixed 260–280 g weight portion making preparation
time minimal and ensuring uniformity on the plate.
The product is a gluten-free duck breast that is tender, juicy and easy to cook.
Luv-a-Duck
luvaduck.com.au
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Portion-size beverage packages
Tetra Pak has launched two portion-size packages, the Tetra Prisma
Aseptic 200 and 250 Edge with DreamCap 26.
Suitable for on-the-go consumption of beverages such as fortified milk, drinking yoghurt and energy drinks, the packages offer
consumers smaller size options with a resealable, one-step closure.
Tetra Pak Marketing Pty Ltd

Pre-sliced bun

www.tetrapak.com/au

Tip Top has expanded its Gourmet Burger Range to include a pre-sliced
Milk Bun. The soft and airy bun, inspired by old Japanese baking traditions, has subtle dairy notes, with short, white crumb and a light glaze.
The product is pre-sliced to save chefs valuable time in the kitchen
after Tip Top Foodservice research found that 27% of chefs view pre-

Organic rosemary extract

slicing of buns and rolls as an ‘extremely important’ functional benefit.

Frutarom Food Protection Business Unit’s organic rosemary extract

The bun caters to an increase in demand for gourmet buns and has

is designed to prevent oxidation and increase shelf life of food

been designed specifically for pubs, restaurants and cafes that need a

products. The company has collaborated with Hishtil Nurseries in

quick-to-table burger without compromising on quality.

Israel and organic farmers in Spain.

It thaws quickly, meaning minimal impact on preparation time, and

The company grows organic rosemary and incorporates its

can be stored in the freezer for up to four months.

active ingredients, carnosic and rosmarinic acids into food formu-

Tip Top Foodservice

lation to naturally increase shelf life of foods and beverages.

www.tiptop-foodservice.com.au

Carnosic and rosmarinic acids can be concentrated naturally
using technology.
Organic certifications apply to the entire supply chain for these
rosemary extracts, from the nursery plants, to the farmers and
processors, and through the organic-certified Frutarom subsidiaries of Vitiva and Nutrafur.
Hishtil Nurseries propagates more than 20 rosemary varieties,
and supplies organic seedlings to the company. From there,
farmers on plantations in the south of Spain grow the seedlings
into “mother” plants according to full organic guidelines and on
organic-certified land. The farmers’ harvesting and processing
facilities also are certified organic.
The company uses a portfolio of multiple rosemary extracts and can create
tailor-made solutions to address
customer needs. The spectrum
of natural solutions available

Vitamin-filled mushrooms

includes more than 140 ingre-

In Australia, nearly 1 in 4 people are vitamin D deficient. SA Mush-

dients, such as VivOX ,

rooms’ Vitamin D mushroom delivers the daily dose of the vitamins

INOLENS, SyneROX, Nutrox

in three mushrooms.

and AquaROX, that target different food products.
Frutarom
www.frutarom.com

Regular mushrooms have an average of 2.3 mcg D/serve, which
is 23% of daily requirements. The company claims a vitamin D mushroom has at least 10 micrograms of vitamin D/serve (100 g or three
medium mushrooms).
SA Mushrooms
www.samushrooms.com.au
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Waste away:

weighing technology reduces food waste
Nichola Murphy

W

innow, a London-based company, has developed
a ‘smart-scale’ technology to help companies
measure, monitor and reduce their food waste.
Users identify the food they are disposing
of using a touch screen tablet and the scale records the
weight of the food and calculates the environmental and
monetary costs.
The smart weighing meter technology is placed under
a regular bin, allowing kitchens to continue to dispose of
food in their usual manner. Connected to cloud software,
the technology provides both real-time and regular reporting,
which highlight the value of the items being thrown away so
companies can become more aware of their wasteful habits.
“The system is really easy to read and understand, it

18
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gives us an accurate view of waste on-site. For me, being
able to see with detail which products are being wasted is
incredible,” stated Ramiro Pujol, Head Chef, HSBC.
After seeing the value of these items, it encourages users
to change their behaviour to food waste, and daily reports
are sent to individuals demonstrating opportunities to cut
waste, benchmark multiple sites and track performance.
“This gives chefs the information necessary to drive improvements in their production processes to cut food waste
in half, saving money and reducing their environmental
footprint at the same time,” said Marc Zornes, Winnow
co-founder.
Approximately 2600 tonnes of food have been prevented
from going to landfill sites, which is the equivalent of

www.foodprocessing.com.au
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to drastically reduce food waste and encourage others to
become more sustainable. The smart-scale technology is
currently used in 70 of its stores and, according to Winnow,
this has saved 79,200 kg of food waste so far. Ikea plans to
expand its use in 400 stores within two years.
“We understand that food waste will require a holistic
approach that covers the entire supply chain. Through
working together with other organisations and companies,
we believe we can make a positive change — not only at
Ikea but with other food businesses globally,” said Ylva
Magnusson, a spokesperson for IKEA Food Services.
Zornes explained that Winnow’s ultimate goal was to
prevent the amount of food waste by creating technology
that is easy to use and providing users with actionable
data and reports that highlight ways to increase profits
and sustainability.
“Our role is to help provide intelligence for chefs to make
better decisions and prevent food waste from happening in
the first place,” explained Zornes.

www.foodprocessing.com.au
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6.5 million meals, but by reducing waste, users can save
3–8% on food cost. The hospitality sector wastes about
600,000 tonnes of food every year, and Zornes suggested
the key problem preventing companies from improving their
sustainability is their lack of awareness about the issue.
“When we first founded Winnow, a number of clients
were unaware that they had a problem with food waste and
that a technology solution would allow them to prevent
food waste and generate improvements to their bottom
line,” said Zornes. “To overcome this, we worked with our
early clients to demonstrate the opportunity in a small but
representative scale. We spent significant time with our
clients to understand their business and adjusted our approach to be fit for purpose for how they work.”
Currently used in Europe and Asia, the company claims
its weighing technology has improved the profitability of
kitchens, saving its 400 customers over US$8 million due
to process improvements. One of its customers is Swedenbased retailer IKEA, whose Food is Precious initiative aims

Would you like a
recycled snack

Sealed beverages and unopened snacks are just two of the in-flight products that will be reclassified
so they can be re-used on future Air New Zealand flights as part of the company’s drive to reduce
inflight waste from its international services arriving in Auckland.

A

ir New Zealand, its catering partner LSG Sky Chefs
and the Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) have
teamed up in ‘Project Green’, an initiative to divert
150 tonnes of waste from landfill annually.
Recycling unopened snacks that were previously sent to landfill
due to biosecurity controls is just part of the initiative. The airline
also has programs in place to recycle paper coffee cups used on
domestic jet services, organic waste from head office, office materials
and lounge furniture, staff uniforms and blankets.
In the first month of running Project Green across its international
fleet, Air New Zealand diverted 13 tonnes of waste, including 266,000
plastic cups, 480 kg of sugar packets and 3.5 tonnes of bottled water.
The program, which has been developed over 18 months, is also
enabling greater recycling of low biosecurity risk packaging, more
accurate loading of catering items onto aircraft and reduced waste
disposal costs with fewer items sent to landfill.
Waste management is a significant issue for all airlines, with
International Air Transport Association (IATA) data estimating the
global industry generated 5.2 million tonnes of in-flight waste in
2016. While Air New Zealand has always been waste conscious,
quarantine controls have presented challenges to recycling
initiatives in the past.
Air New Zealand Head of Operational Delivery Alan Gaskin said,
“We’ve spent considerable time auditing our in-flight waste to gain a
better understanding of how we can improve our handling processes.
By collaborating with LSG Sky Chefs and MPI we’ve been able to
20
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on your next international flight?

make significant gains and we’re incredibly encouraged by the early
data we’re seeing.
“Project Green is an outstanding example of how airlines can
work with border regulators to develop solutions to reduce cabin
waste without comprising quarantine controls.”
The project has required a change in onboard processes for the
airline’s staff, particularly for cabin crew who play a key role by
returning unused items to stowage and separating goods correctly.
LSG Sky Chefs New Zealand General Manager Pieter Harting
said, “Our role in Project Green is to ensure items taken off aircraft
are sorted correctly and meet the standards we’ve agreed with MPI
and Air New Zealand, before reloading trolleys with approved items
for the next service. It’s been an exciting journey for us, requiring
a big culture shift and getting our people onboard with new ways
of working.”
Ministry for Primary Industries Cargo Manager Stu Rawnsley
said, “This project is rethinking how waste from international flights
is managed in New Zealand. It’s been excellent working with Air
New Zealand and LSG to ensure the initiative meets New Zealand’s
tough biosecurity standards.”
This is the first stage of the airline’s collaboration with LSG Sky
Chefs New Zealand and MPI. Moving forward the organisations will
look at how they can further expand the range of unused products
that can safely be recovered and develop a more precise approach
to analysing collection data to ensure aircraft are catered more
accurately.
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In-house label printer
The Epson ColorWorks C7500 colour inkjet desktop label printer has been developed to help
manufacturers meet a wide variety of in-house, on-demand, customised labelling requirements.
The label printer incorporates Epson’s PrecisionCore Micro TFP line printhead which has
been specifically developed for use in the commercial-grade, industrial labelling market and
is claimed will last for the lifetime of the printer. This printhead ensures reliability alongside
the ability to print 600 x 1200 dpi quality labels on a wide variety of materials including matte,
gloss and synthetic media. In addition, it is capable of a wide range of formats and sizes up
to 108 mm wide and print speeds up to 300 mm/s.

PREPARED FOOD

Sharp, high-quality results are achieved through the use of Variable Sized Droplet Technology (VSDT), which produces ink droplets in a range of precisely controlled sizes. In addition,
nozzle verification technology and dot substitution helps prevent misprints and dead pixels to ensure
consistent printouts.
The C7500 uses Epson’s pigment ink in high-capacity cartridges to give fast-drying labels that are smudge,
water and fade resistant. The printer is easy to use, integrates into most operating systems and features an auto-cutter as standard and a
take-up unit for roll-to-roll printing.
The ColorWorks C7500 comes equipped with ZPL II programming compatibility to allow direct plug-in replacement for manufacturers operating two-step printing with traditional thermal transfer printers. In this application, the printer can produce full colour labels from blank stock
by automatically merging ‘colour pre-print’ images in memory with existing monochrome data streams.
Epson Australia Pty Ltd
www.epson.com.au

Flat mop system
The 3M Easy Scrub Express Flat Mop System makes changing chemicals and cleaning products quick. Interchangeable bottles fit
quickly into a lightweight handle to help reduce waste and ensure precise dispensing of solutions to the worksite.
The mop is easy to manoeuvre, which helps reduce worker fatigue. The company claims it reduces mop drag up to 10x and the
operator-controlled dispensing mechanism helps cut chemical waste by as much as 80%.
The mop is made of durable, long-lasting material and is resistant to bleach. It is said to reduce cleaning time by up to 50% compared to a traditional mop and bucket. The pads are also colour-coded to help reduce contamination.
Common applications include cafeteria tables, healthcare settings, classroom cleaning, stairwells, restrooms and spot mopping.
3M Commercial Services Div-Cleaning & Workplace Safety
www.3m.com/au/facilities

Food equipment washers
Rhima’s VX, CX and LP series of washers are suitable for SME food manufacturers who want to
be able to ‘wash and forget’ crates and other re-usable equipment like moulds, buckets, bins,
machine parts and utensils. Depending on the size of the items to be cleaned, the standalone
units can process equipment starting with a floor footprint of a 850 x 890 mm (LP).
The units are fabricated from stainless steel and can be customised to fit neatly in the user’s
wash area. They can have internal conveyor (VX), a continuous belt conveyor
(CX) or static wash chambers (LP). The primary heating system is electric with
optional steam.
The machines are all built for easy plug-and-play installation. They
feature continuous water recycling and optional energysaving features like heat recovery. All internal parts
are easily accessible and the machines can be configured to suit individual operations.
Rhima Australia Pty Ltd
www.rhima.com.au
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Chemical-free
sanitising wins
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Vic’s Premier’s
Sustainability Award

Among the winners of the Victorian Premier’s Sustainability Awards are eWater Systems and Kingfield Galvanizing,
which have been commended for their efforts to create a sustainable future.

N

ow celebrating its 15th year, the Premier’s Sustainability Awards recognise Victorians who promote
sustainability by implementing measures to better
manage their waste, water and energy.
Melbourne-based eWater Systems not only won the Innovative Products or Services category, but also took home the
2017 Premier’s Recognition Award for its chemical-free ‘water
splitting’ technology used to clean and sanitise facilities such
as hospitals, schools, manufacturing businesses and restaurants.
In the food industry, the ‘water-splitting’ technology can be
used as an alternative to packaged chemicals that kills bacteria

without impacting the taste of food. Last year, the company prevented seven million litres of chemicals from entering the supply
chain and diverted 10 million plastic containers from landfills.
The technology also raised awareness of the negative impact
chemicals can have on the environment and human health.
Consequently, this provides businesses with safe technology
that will ultimately help them maintain safety and meet sustainability targets.
eWater systems can be used to sanitise all types of food,
kitchen equipment and surfaces — even in organic processing
operations.
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It is claimed that the antibacterial and fungicidal
sanitiser is up to 80 times more effective at killing
bacteria and pathogens such as E. coli and Salmonella than
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its chlorine-based competitors.

The systems work by electrolysis, which splits the water
into positive and negative ions and creates two effective and
safe solutions — the acidic, low pH solution is suitable for
antimicrobial sanitising while the high pH, alkaline solution
is an effective cleaner.
It is claimed that the antibacterial and fungicidal sanitiser is
up to 80 times more effective at killing bacteria and pathogens
such as E. coli and Salmonella than its chlorine-based competitors. And it does this with just five seconds of contact.
The cleaning solution is claimed to be a highly effective
detergent and degreaser that can effortlessly break down oils
and biofilms on all types of surfaces — from stainless steel
benchtops and kitchen equipment to hand washing.
The water produced by the systems is non-toxic and hypoallergenic, does not require the use of goggles, gloves or HazChem
signage and is much better for the environment.
Both standalone and reticulated systems are available and
typical ROI is claimed to be just 2–3 years.
The Small and Medium Enterprises award was presented to
Kingfield Galvanizing from Somerton for its new galvanising

CEO Adam Trevaskus, Director Dawn O’Neill, Minister
D’Ambrosio and eWater’s Founder and Chairman Phil Gregory
collected the award for eWater Systems.
24
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CEO Steve Laussen, the Minister and Kingfield’s
Sustainability Lead Erin Englezakis pictured with
Kingfield Galvanizing’s award.

facilities that prevent emissions from entering the atmosphere.
The company invested $20 million in the development of a
large, automated galvanising plant that boasts some of the lowest emissions of any similar plant in the Southern Hemisphere.
Using an automated materials handling system, Kingfield
Galvanizing produces up to 30,000 tonnes of product every
year, which delivers more consistency and reduced consumption of chemicals and waste production.
The fully enclosed plant recycles and re-uses waste created
from the galvanising process, reclaims heat from the furnace,
recycles water within the plant and reduces energy consumption per tonne.
A protective zinc coating is applied to steel components
to prevent corrosion and reduce maintenance requirements.
This can help deliver long-life, sustainable performance for
steel in exposed installations or marine environments and
protects it from interacting with food products. Applications
in the food industry include food storage racks, freezers,
meat storage hooks, milk cans and chicken coops.
Other winners included: Exemplar Health, which won
the Large Business category as well as the Premier’s Regional Recognition Award for its new hospital in Bendigo;
Moreland City Council, which took home the Government
award for the Moreland Urban Heat Island Effect Action
Plan; and CERES, which won the education category for
the Sustainability and Alternative Pathways.
Sustainability Victoria interim Chief Executive Stephanie
Ziersch praised all of the winners for their efforts to protect
the environment using sustainable practices.
“Victoria has an excellent track record of delivering
innovative projects that benefit our environment and the
community, particularly in relation to efficient waste management, resource recovery and new technologies for clean
energy,” she said. “We congratulate all winners for paving
the way.”
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Metal-maintenance tools and cleansing agents
SUHNER Australia has released a range of maintenance tools and cleansing agents
designed specifically for metals. The range includes four portable metal-maintenance
tools as well as the SUHNER INOX cleansing agents.
Designed to fix and restore damaged stainless steel, aluminium, copper and other
metals, the metal-maintenance tools are battery operated to provide complete portability. The cord-free tools make it easier to access metals located in hard-to-reach
places. They can also be fitted with light polishing belts that release no dangerous
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particles.
Powered by high-performance lithium-ion batteries, the tools deliver a long running time. The batteries additionally feature low self-discharge
and zero memory effect. The compact and lightweight series includes a tube polisher, a fillet weld grinder, a slender belt grinder with contact
arm and a straight grinder.
The INOX cleansing agents clean, polish and protect metals. The ‘green’-based agents are made from plants and free of harmful chemicals.
Applied quickly by hand, the NSF-approved SUHNER INOX agents clean and polish metals using fast-acting, plant-based ingredients to
remove aggressive deposits in metal pores, ‘tea stains’, streaks and finger marks. The range comprises three products: Sun Clean, which removes rust and deposits from stainless steel, aluminium,
copper and mild steel without damaging the metal's oxide film; Sun Protect, a neutral and mild agent
that washes away all residue and protects metals against corrosion and contamination by creating
a barrier; and Sun Polish, which brings lustre back to stainless steel, nickel, copper, bronze, chromium and aluminum.
All three agents are NSF certified and can be used to clean machines involved food and pharmaceutical production.
SUHNER Australia Pty Ltd
www.suhner.com
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Managing
additive
doses

in personalised food

Personalised experiences form the heart of customer service
and food will soon join this trend. Food will need to cater
to individuals according to their health, personal and taste
preferences, as proven with the increase in individually
designed cakes and specially prepared muesli.

Precision is key
As a result, processing and food production companies will
need to adjust to this by installing new technology and focusing on individual ingredients.
Small variations in additives or preservatives can entirely
alter the taste and smell of a product. ViscoTec suggests the
key to creating personalised food is ensuring the aromas,
colouring and probiotics are all dosed precisely due to their
high concentration.
The company therefore developed dispensers for liquid
additives which can provide small quantities and have a deviation of less than ±1%. This precision does not necessarily
limit the dosing quantities, which the company suggests can
be easily increased and reduced by adjusting the speed of
rotation of the dispenser.

Technological advantages
While piston technology has been used in the past for large
transferring and conveying pumps, ViscoTec utilised the technology for high-precision dosing and filling tasks. It is the
geometry of the pump technology that allows the necessary
precision to create these personalised foods.
This dosing geometry promotes a constant volume of rotation per revolution. The direction of transport is changed by
reversing the direction of rotation. The volume is therefore
clearly defined by the number of angular degrees. This technique results in a pressure-stable, linear pump characteristic
26
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curve. As a result, users can make a clear statement about the
ratio of rotation, time and flow rate which allows a guaranteed
dosing accuracy of about 1% at the pump outlet.
A further benefit of this technology lies in the resulting
conveying chamber, the volume of which remains constant
during movement, even when filling solids-laden media and
lumpy products.
In contrast to conventional filling technologies, the dispensing
volume can be adapted during the filling process by adjusting the rotational speed. This means the dose can be changed
without stopping the process for an extended period of time.

All hail hygiene
With food safety at the forefront of consumers’ minds, it is important that companies ensure processing technology maintains
high hygiene levels at all times.
In the case of the dispenser, the modular construction allows it to be dissembled for automatic and manual rinsing and
cleaning. In fully automatic filling systems, a common CIP or
SIP system can be used.
The dispenser can be dismantled manually without the
need for tools in just a few minutes and all components can
be cleaned.
Whether it’s protein shakes or pastries, dispensers are
crucial in managing doses of preservatives and additives,
and catering for the increasing demand for personalised food
products.
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Inline MAP tray sealer
The Mecapack O25000 inline modified atmosphere
packaging (MAP) machine is suitable for users with
small to medium production rooms and limited floor
space. The machine offers a combination of compact
footprint, hygienic design and efficiency. The inline tray-
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sealing machine features a completely washable freedraining body and stainless steel construction, allowing
easy access for tooling and format changes and cleaning.
The tray sealer features an IP65 colour touch screen,
brushless motor technology and commercially available electronics. Optional Plexiglas guarding allows
the operator easy visual access to the tooling/sealing area for monitoring of the machine operation.
Programming is easy due to an intuitive 10″ colour touch screen for all settings and parameters and
on-screen assistance.
Available in configurations for single- or double-lane operation and speeds of up to 15 cycles/min
(sealing) and 12 cycles/min (vacuum and gas), production rates of up to 60 packs/min are achievable on 8 x 5 or 9 x 7 trays working in double-lane format. The machine can work with the following
sealing processes: standard/laminate films; shrink films; aluminium/foil films; inside cut; Skinfresh
vacuum skin packing (VSP) where the film is totally sealed around the product; and Slicepak.
Linco Food Systems
www.linco.com.au
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Cheddar flavours range
Warrnambool Cheese & Butter has released its Heritage Flavours range, with
flavours including Vintage Cheddar, Lightly Smoked Cheddar, Red Bell Pepper
Cheddar and Maple & Toffee Cheddar, all of which are available in 200 g blocks.
Taking into consideration the science behind contrasting flavour combinations, the company looked at how they could use different sweet, salty, spicy
and creamy flavours to challenge the traditional cheddar.
Suitable for those with a sweet tooth, the Maple & Toffee flavoured cheddar
is a blend of sweet and savoury, while the red bell pepper flakes pressed into
the matured club cheddar provide a more subtle spicy sweetness in the Red

DAIRY

Bell Pepper Cheddar variety.
The Lightly Smoked Cheddar has a smoky depth and complexity best paired
with fresh fruit and herb flavours. Finally, the classic Vintage Cheddar is rich
and complex.
Warrnambool Cheese & Butter
www.wcbf.com.au
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Real-time
analytics of milk
coagulation

Aimed at cheesemakers, Rheolution’s CoaguSens and ElastoSens
products offer real-time analytics
of the milk coagulation process.
In real time and near the vats,
they measure the flocculation
point (where solid particles are
separated from the liquid), the
milk gel firmness, as well as the
speed of coagulation.
The milk gel-cutting step is
often the least controlled step in
the cheesemaking process, but
with the insights that this technology can derive, cheesemakers will
know the optimal time to cut the
cheese curd at a controlled firmness. This will enable them to
retain the greatest amount of
protein and fat from the milk in
their cheese, increasing the overall value generated from the milk
processed.
CHR Hansen Pty Ltd
www.chr-hansen.com
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New production line for company
manufacturing 60 million tonnes of
cheese a year
BMI (Bayerische Milchindustrie eG) is not a small-time dairy
operative.
Currently the business includes nine raw milk supplying
cooperatives and 19 independent dairies, and processes
2.8 billion kilograms of milk and whey each year at its nine
production sites in Germany. The production plants are all
close to their supplying farms and dairies, enabling short
transportation routes.
In total the company produces more than 143 million
kilograms of fresh dairy products, 62 million kilograms
of cheese specialities and 116 million kilograms of
individualised powder products each year.
GEA has recently been selected to supply an extended
pasta filata cheese production line for BMI in Jessen, Germany.
With this project GEA brings together its joint cheese-making
expertise, resulting from its acquisition of de Klokslag and
CMT in 2014 and 2015 respectively, with GEA’s flow and
processing experience to provide a single offering.
The GEA plant will expand BMI’s production capability
of pizza cheese by around 2.5 tonnes/hour for the supply
of pizza cheese in 15 kg Euroblocks to industry worldwide.
The contract with GEA is for the extension of one of BMI’s
three cheese lines. The scope of supply includes: the revision
of the existing salt system, cooker and stretcher; two GEA
CMT DMC modules; and a GEA de Klokslag brining system.
The individual components will be brought together to form
a continuous production line using GEA piping, engineering
and control systems. Assembly work will begin on-site in
January 2018 and GEA engineers will commission the project
in March 2018.
GEA’s combined cheese-making experience and scope
of supply provides for the mechanisation of the production
processes for fresh mozzarella, pizza cheese, provolone,
scamorza, kashkaval and a wide range of hard and semi-hard
cheeses.
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An arbitration tribunal has ruled that New Zealand dairy
company, Fonterra, must pay a total of NZ$183 million to
Danone after a contamination scare in 2013.
Four years ago, Fonterra received false information from
a third party which suggested its WPC80 ingredient (whey
protein) may contain botulism, forcing the company to carry
out a precautionary recall.
French food giant Danone had to recall 67,000 cans of baby
formula in New Zealand alone as it contained WPC80, leading
to the company demanding compensation for lost earnings and
damages. The arbitration panel’s decision to support Danone's
claim for compensation was disappointing, according to
Fonterra’s CEO, Theo Spierings.
“We are disappointed that the arbitration tribunal did not
fully recognise the terms of our supply agreement with Danone,
including the agreed limitations of liability, which was the basis
on which we had agreed to do business,” he said.
It caused Fonterra to cut its 2017/18 forecast earnings
per share range from 45 to 55 NZ cents down to 35 to 45 NZ
cents. But despite reviewing the financial implications of the
arbitration, Spierings suggested “Fonterra is in a strong financial
position and is able to meet the recall costs,” and there would
be no impact on the forecast Farmgate Milk Price.
There did not seem to be a significant impact on the company
following the decision. Although Fonterra called for a temporary
halt on trading its shares on the day of the announcement, once
this was lifted shares climbed 0.63%.
Spierings said another positive outcome of the decision
was that it helped the company learn from their mistakes, and
encouraged it to work on these aspects in the future.
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NEWS
Fonterra pays NZ$183 million to
Danone for recall
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Dairy Tomorrow — NZ dairy sector
launches new strategic vision
New Zealand’s dairy sector has launched its ‘Dairy Tomorrow’
strategy, a joint sector-led initiative involving DairyNZ,
Federated Farmers, DCANZ and Dairy Women’s Network.
A new strategic vision for the sector, Dairy Tomorrow is
intended to lead to a longer term conversation about what
New Zealand’s future farm and food systems could look like,
according to DairyNZ Chief Executive Tim Mackle.
“Our shared vision is to improve lives with every drop of
New Zealand milk, whether those are the lives of our dairy
people, our communities or our consumers,” said Dr Mackle.
“We believe sustainable dairy farming has a critical role to
play in New Zealand’s future prosperity and wellbeing — a
future with a focus on farming within environmental limits
while maintaining our profitability and success on the global
market.”
The Dairy Tomorrow strategy has six commitments and 22
corresponding goals. The commitments are as follows:
1. We will protect and nurture the environment for future
generations.
2. We will build the world’s most competitive and resilient
dairy farming businesses.
3. We will produce the highest quality and most valued dairy
nutrition.
4. We will be world leading in on-farm animal care.
5. We will build great workplaces for New Zealand’s most
talented workforce.
6. We will help grow vibrant and prosperous communities.
Dr Mackle noted that some goals have firm time frames in
place while others are more aspirational.
“We want to begin straight away collaborating on strategies
and actions toward achieving swimmable waterways and
finding new opportunities to reduce or offset our greenhouse gas
emissions,” he said. “These actions will be ongoing priorities.
“At the same time we've put some deadlines in place for
implementing new initiatives, including to develop cuttingedge science and technology solutions and to implement a new
framework for world-leading on-farm animal care.”
Barry Harris, acting chair for DairyNZ, said the commitments
and goals within the strategy will help prepare the sector for
the future, stating, “Overall they reflect what is important to the
farmers and stakeholders who contributed to the development
of the strategy.”
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How to
droughtproof infant
formula
plants

The infant formula industry offers Australian manufacturers significant opportunities for water re-use.

R

aw milk contains roughly 85–87% water, most of which
is removed in the production of whole milk powders
and high-value infant formula blends. Water is removed
either by drying the milk using milk evaporators or
by using membrane processes such as nanofiltration (NF) and
reverse osmosis (RO).
An infant formula processing facility which takes in 1 million
litres of milk per day can be left with 850,000L of wastewater
commonly known as ‘cow water’. The quality of this water is
extremely good, as it contains very little dissolved salts and very
low levels of organic matter due to the distillation/membrane
filtration processes used in production of milk powders or infant
formula. This much water represents a significant opportunity
for Australian manufacturers to improve their sustainability and
‘droughtproof’ their operations.
There are other separate wastewater streams generated by
cleaning and general processes within the factory which are a
far higher strength, and would require robust treatment before
re-use; however, the opportunity to recycle this cow water
presents the possibility for dairy plants to be either net neutral
water consumers or even water producers.
This offers considerable savings in the upfront investment and
operation of wastewater treatment plants. Even if the wastewater
is clean enough to discharge to sewer without treatment, the fee
for the volume that is discharged can be avoided by recycling.
This offers savings of typically $1–$3 per kL of water that is
recovered, with an additional offset to the purchase price of water.
There is a misconception that since the treated water is still
regarded as recycled that it must have limited re-use possibilities
32
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within the dairy — this could not be further from the truth! The
water can be used in any part of the process apart from make-up
water in the final product (such as liquid infant formula blends).
The key is to ensure it is appropriately treated before use.
It is important to note that the cow water should not be sent
directly to the infant formula wet mix processing plant. This is
due to the protein (carbon) content being too high in the cow
water and leading to the growth of microorganisms within the
pipe network. Although high doses of chlorine can be used to
counter this, this leads to the production of carcinogenic trihalomethanes as well as an impact on final product quality and
taste. Hydroflux has previously written about the importance of
treating this process water to ensure the quality of this ‘white
gold’ that is infant formula here.
Easy re-use options for cow water that can use basic chlorination for treatment include using the chlorinated cow water for
washdown and first flush CIP.
Better treatment of the cow water increases its potential uses,
which typically involves polishing with NF or RO. A common
misunderstanding regarding the design of the treatment system
is that a typical ‘dairy milk RO’ plant is all that is required.
Dairy milk RO plants and water treatment RO plants are very
different. Dairy RO plants are designed for treating liquid with
very high solids content, and require a higher cleaning frequency
as a result — usually once to twice per day. Dairy ROs also
operate an overall lower design recovery rate. Due to the high
value of the milk-based products that these systems produce,
the internal rate of return on the investment in the equipment is
less impacted by the costs and downtime associated with higher
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final CIP rinse for the general processing areas and the infant
formula processing equipment as well as other non-food contact
applications.
Note here that even after ultrafiltration and RO the treated
cow water should not be sent directly to the production of
infant formula in the wet-mix plant. The organic carbon levels,
which have likely been reduced from 5 to 10 mg/L to 0.5 to
1 mg/L are still too high and result in microbiological growth
within the pure water pipe network over time, which can lead
to product contamination. Generally, well-designed sanitary
pure water processes do not require residual chlorination in
any form. Strong oxidising agents like hypochlorite can affect
flavour, produce trihalomethanes and damage the nutritional
components of the final product. Other residual disinfectants
such as chlorine dioxide or ozone can be utilised, but their
effectiveness is limited.
The dairy industry is a key cog in the Australian economy.
The continued growth of Australia’s infant formula industry
depends on Australia maintaining world-class positioning with
quality products that are produced in highly sustainable and
water-conscious businesses.
Hydroflux Industrial Pty Ltd
www.hydrofluxindustrial.com.au

Bookings: aegic.org.au (02) 8025 3200

Training courses

Location: AEGIC Sydney (1 Rivett Road, North Ryde)

Get the edge in grain quality, milling and baking
AEGIC’s highly successful
training courses will
give you an edge in
understanding how wheat
and flour quality affects

Wheat Quality and Flour Milling: The Basics
Upcoming dates (two-day course):
7-8 March, 2018
20-21 August, 2018

end-products such as

Testimonials

noodles and bread.

“Should be compulsory for everyone in the wheat industry!”

Extremely valuable

“Enjoyed the course. Will be able to use knowledge gained in my job.”

knowledge for wheat
traders, bakers, food
ingredient companies,
wheat breeders, growers,
marketers, managers,
administrators, distributors
and anyone in the grains,
baking or food industries.

“Overall a very well run and informative course.”

Commercial Baking: The Basics
Upcoming dates (two-day course):
14-15 March, 2018
27-28 August, 2018
Testimonials
“Highly recommended to me by some of my customers. Very enjoyable..”
“Very informative and everything was explained well.”
“I feel this will give me more of an understanding in my job role.
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cleaning frequencies. It is also possible to install multiple ROs
to ensure there is continuous production.
This approach doesn’t work when considering dairy ROs
for cow water treatment, where the alternative cost to purchase
town water, use and treat water on-site is only around $0.002 to
$0.004 per L. This is significantly lower than the cost of milk, at
around $0.38–$0.45 per L. The cow water treatment plant must
treat as much water as possible in the most efficient manner,
and the system must operate with very infrequent cleaning, low
operator input, low chemical consumption, high energy efficiency
and high overall water recovery.
Utilising ultrafiltration or microfiltration followed by a highrecovery RO system offers a method to ensure the overall efficiency of the cow water treatment system is high. Although
requiring additional capital investment, the overall return on the
investment is significantly better than simply treating the cow
water with a dairy RO as there will be lower operating costs
and longer run times between treatments.
Following treatment with ultrafiltration and RO combination,
the cow water can be used virtually anywhere in the process.
This includes supplementing or replacing the town water supply to the infant formula sanitary water treatment system. Other
uses include cooling tower make-up, boiler water make-up,

Enterobacteriaceae detection
The iQ-Check Enterobacteriaceae PCR Detection Kit by Bio-Rad is
intended for the detection of Enterobacteriaceae in infant formula and
related raw ingredients as well as environmental samples.
Due to the sensitivity and specificity of PCR, results can be obtained
in as little as 3 h following a single enrichment in non-selective buffered
peptone water (3564684 and 3554179).
The kit uses an optimised system of primers and probes to ensure
high specificity. It is designed as a multiplex reaction that includes an

TESTING

internal inhibition control that is amplified in parallel with the target DNA

Portable calibration test pump

for a reliable result (negative result validation).
Developed as an open and flexible

The LR Cal LPP-700 portable calibration test pump has been designed

system, the kit can be used for up to

for easy to use calibration equipment in the field for testing pres-

94 samples. Reactions can be run

sure gauges, pressure switches and pressure transmitters. 700 bar

on low- or high-throughput Bio-

or 10,000 psi can be reached in a simple way using the prime-high

Rad instruments, depending on

pressure selector. Reference instruments such as electronic pressure

the laboratory’s needs.

calibrators as well as precision reference pressure gauges can be

The kit includes: lysis reagent

mounted directly on top of the LPP-700.

for DNA extraction, fluorescent

Due to its high-quality construction there is no leakage expected.

probes, PCR amplification mix

It is supplied with a 1 m test hose with ¼″ BSP connection.

and positive and negative

SI Instruments

PCR controls.

www.si-instruments.com

Bio-Rad Laboratories Pty Ltd

© iStockphoto.com/johavel

www.bio-rad.com

Chemical analysis system
Chemical analysis of foods is required to help determine specific
quality indicators in different food types such as edible oils,
bakery products, fried foods, non-acloholic and alcoholic beverages and dairy. Conducting these tests on-site has previously
been prohibitive due to the complexity and cost.
CDR Foodlab allows for on-site analysis of a wide range of
quality indicators. Among these are: free fatty acids and peroxide values in oils and other processed foods; lactose and urea
in milk and dairy products; lactic acid and colour in egg products; and sugars, acids and alcohol in beer and wine.
The system consists of a photometric analyser, together with
a kit of ready-to-use pre-filled reagents. Tests require minimal
sample preparation and results are available within minutes. The
system provides high sensitivity, a wide measuring range and
good repeatability of the test results.
CDR FoodLab is available in Australia from AMSL Scientific.
Australasian Medical & Scientific Ltd
www.amsl.com.au
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TSS sensors and analytical
transmitter
With the OPTISENS TSS 3000 and 7000 and MAC 300, KROHNE
adds two total suspended solids (TSS) sensors and a transmitter
to its analytical portfolio.
The TSS 7000 is for hygienic applications with Tri-Clamp connection, eg, in milk separation, fruit processing and other food
and beverage applications. The TSS 3000 is for wastewater

BULK
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applications in various industries with 1¼ NPT thread. It can be
used for measurement of solids concentration in plant effluent,
eg, for early detection of product loss.
Both are glass-free optical sensors with multiple path lengths
for various concentration ranges. They use alternating light 4-beam technology for better measurement compared to classic
2-beam technologies, according to the company. Two NIR LEDs (880 nm) light sources and two detectors compensate for
most errors caused by dirt, ageing or light source variations. By measuring directly through a PP layer, measurement errors
and sealing problems typically caused by glass windows cannot occur.
Both can be operated with the MAC 300 analytical transmitter. This is a menu-driven analytical transmitter for OPTISENS
TSS, pH/ORP and COND sensors. It can be operated with up to three different analytical sensors, processing their signals to
the control system via up to six analog 0/4–20 mA outputs, relay outputs or optional Modbus. It features a backlit LCD display,
robust housing (IP66/67, NEMA 4/4X) for wall-mount or panel-mount installation, optional live trending and data logging, and
an SD card slot to save parameter sets or upload firmware.
KROHNE Australia Pty Ltd
www.krohne.com.au
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TESTING FOR FOOD QUALITY IS EASY
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Using TEST STRIPS to measure sanitiser levels and
other factors affecting food quality will make your life
much easier.

r
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TEST STRIPS are the quickest and easiest of tests.
And with recent advances in technology TEST
STRIPS have become surprisingly accurate, too.
We carry TEST STRIPS for just about every food
quality test there is, from alkaline phosphatase in milk
to glucose in potatoes.
And our TEST STRIPS are of the highest quality
available, manufactured in Germany and the USA
and used by food handlers all over the world.
www.teststripsonline.com.au
T: 0414 292 821
E: sales@teststripsonline.com.au
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Chlorine • pH • Peracetic Acid • Peroxide • QAC • Glucose • Total Sugar • Nitrate • Nitrite • Sulphate
Sulphite • Ascorbic Acid • Salt • Alkaline Phosphatase • Peroxidase • Protein Residue • and many more
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Handheld pH meters
METTLER TOLEDO Process Analytics Pro2Go handheld pH meters are
a suitable alternative to making lab
measurements and for when an inline
sensor is not required.
The pH meter combines ergonomic
design with measurement features in a
low-weight instrument. The rugged,

TESTING

water-resistant meter is compatible with
both analog and the company’s digital

Digital rice analyser

Intelligent Sensor Management (ISM)

The Bühler Group’s digital rice analyser, TotalSense, enables improve-

pH/redox probes. ISM’s features include

ment of yield and of quality for rice processors.

plug-and-measure operation for error-

Rice farmers often manually measure and inspect rice grains to

free set-up and predictive diagnostics

ensure they meet preset size and other parameters. This process can

that indicate when the attached sensor

be slow, subjective and prone to errors. The mobile rice analyser

will need to be calibrated, maintained

speeds up the quality process and introduces objective and traceable

or replaced.

data through the use of the Internet of Things and cloud technology.

Compatibility with ISM and analog

The mobile rice analyser delivers reports on quality within minutes

sensors means the same pH/redox

by uploading a picture of a sample to a cloud-based solution. As a
result, rice farmers save time and benefit from an early warning system that prevents the contamination of entire batches.
Buhler AG Australia NZ

probes used for inline measurement
can also be used with the pH meter.
The meter has a storage capacity of 2000 measurements, a
user and sample ID feature and data transfer to PCs via a USB

www.buhlergroup.com

interface, allowing secure data management.
Mettler-Toledo Ltd
www.mt.com

Allergen test kit
Many countries, including Australia and New Zealand, are approving new allergen laws about information that must be provided to
consumers concerning the presence of allergens in food. All the
food chain operators (industry, distribution, retail and the restaurant
sector) must declare these allergen ingredients in foods. It is also
incumbent on them to check for the presence of “unexpected allergens” on working surfaces.
Zeulab’s Lab2Go Allergen Test Kit is a useful and easy tool for
verifying Good Manufacturing Practices and checking potential cross
contact. With the test kit, it is possible to
perform on-site analysis of allergens
on working surfaces and different
allergen tests can be combined,
depending on the needs.
It initially provides 10 each of
rapid

dipstick

tests

for

β-lactoglobulin, ovalbumin and
gluten, as well as vials of the appropriate buffer, packaged in a
convenient carry case. Shelf life
for each test is 8 months.
Novasys Group Pty Ltd
www.novasys.com.au
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Is your minced beef all beef, or does it contain offal as
well? Now there is a fast and accurate way to find out.

U

niversity of British Columbia Professor Xiaonan Lu
and his students have found a way to get the answer
to this problem in under five minutes.
The team used a laser-equipped spectrometer and
statistical analysis to determine with 99% accuracy whether
ground beef samples included offal or other animal parts. Not
only could they identify the animal parts, they could also
determine their concentration — all with 80% accuracy.
This speed and accuracy makes the method potentially
transformative for government and industry food inspectors
and quality assurance.
While DNA testing is efficient and accurate in identifying
foreign species in meat products, it is unable to identify offal
— hearts, livers, kidneys and stomachs — mixed in with meat
of the same species. With this UBC technique, the detection
of this type of food fraud will be simpler, faster and easier.
Food fraud is the intentional misrepresentation of food
products for economic gain. When producers hold an excess
supply of meat or by-products for which there is relatively
little market demand, the potential exists for unscrupulous
operators to try to pass those products off as something else.

How it works
To establish their method, the UBC researchers aimed a
spectrometer at meat samples they had prepared by grinding
38
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What offal
is lurking in
your mince?

together beef and offal from local supermarkets at various
concentrations. Because animal products all have different
chemical compositions, their molecules absorb and scatter
energy from the spectrometer’s laser in different ways. The
spectrometer captures these signals — or spectra — to produce
an ‘image’ of each substance. These spectral images can serve
as a library for comparison with other samples.
Whether a meat sample is authentic or adulterated with offal
can be determined by comparing its spectral image with the
pre-established library, to see if there’s a match.
The method improves on existing techniques that are more
complicated and time-consuming. For example, liquid chromatography works well, but it requires meat samples to be
liquefied with solvents before testing, which can take more
than an hour.
The instrumentation required is not complex and personnel would not have to be highly trained to do rapid screening
tests. All they would need is a spectrometer and user-friendly
software that connects to a robust library of spectral images.
As more types of meat and offal are analysed and the results
stored, accuracy would improve even further.
To make it even easier, the researchers’ ultimate goal is to
create an affordable smart device that could be used by consumers at home for the authentication of different food products,
much like the pregnancy test strip.

www.foodprocessing.com.au

Combination check weigher and metal
detector system
Anritsu’s Metal Detector and Check Weigher Combination Unit, available from Walls
Machinery, provides traceability of the user’s products for quality assurance and
a critical control point for the safety and requirements of the product.
The M6 model Metal Detector with built-in advanced digital signal
processing ensures accurate detection made easy. Its auto-learn
function is designed to provide reliable and repeatable performance

PROCESSING

as well as high sensitivity detection of ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
USB output for data logging and daily inspection reports comes as standard. The machine’s simplified data and log management allows quick response
to retailers or customer quality inquiries catering to the increasing trend in
quality assurance requirements.
Walls Machinery Pty Ltd
www.wallsmachinery.com.au

Stainless steel housing option for converters and operating units
KROHNE has announced a hygienic stainless steel housing option for the IFC 100 signal converter for the OPTIFLUX
series electromagnetic flowmeters, MAC 100 for OPTISENS analytical sensors and SMARTMAC 200 operating unit for
SMARTPAT analytical sensors. Suitable for food and beverage industry applications and wherever users need high corrosion resistance, especially for salty environments.
The stainless steel housing is designed to eliminate pooling, contamination build-up or harbourage areas. It offers
ingress protection for classes IP66/67/69. Offering an alternative to the standard aluminium housing, the housing features
a non-glass display to comply with zoning criteria in food and beverage applications, and 2 mm thick 1.4404/316L
stainless steel.
IFC 100, MAC 100 and SMARTMAC 200 are based on the same platform, sharing the same human machine interface (HMI) and housing options.
KROHNE Australia Pty Ltd
www.krohne.com.au

Multiscan metal detector
The Thermo Scientific Sentinel Multiscan Metal Detector utilises innovative technology to overcome
the limitation of fixed single or dual frequency metal detectors that can miss metal contaminants
hidden in product signals.
Multiscan technology scans a combination of up to five user-selectable frequencies from 50 to 1000 kHz. This enables users to identify contaminants
that are up to 70% smaller in volume than previous technologies, including
the Thermo Scientific APEX 500 metal detector, thus reducing the probability of an escape to near zero. It is like having five metal detectors in one.
Overcome the limitations of fixed single or dual frequency metal detectors with the metal detector. By scanning up to five user-selectable frequencies running at a time, the Sentinel provides sensitivity and the
high probability of finding ferrous, non-ferrous and stainless steel
metal contaminants in challenging applications such as dairy, meat,
poultry, bread and other applications with high product effect.
Thermo Fisher Scientific
www.thermofisher.com.au
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Dust and buildup on the antenna? No problem!
The future is 80 GHz:
a new generation of radar level sensors

VEGAPULS 69 is designed specifically
for level measurement of bulk solids.
Even in dusty conditions, it always
provides precise readings. Dust in the
silo or buildup on the antenna have
no effect.
This radar sensor also features
unrivalled focusing at a frequency
of 80 GHz. Simply world-class!
www.vega.com/radar

Wireless adjustment via Bluetooth with
smartphone, tablet or PC. Compatible retrofit to
all plics® sensors manufactured since 2002.

Hygienic liquid food handling

PROCESSING

Belgian company Atlantic Engineering
specialises in developing dispensing
technology for the food industry,
particularly the movement of liquid
and semi-liquid foodstuffs such as
aqueous substances like brine and
viscous meat mixtures like pie fillings.
After observing how a client
produced meals for hospitals by
manually pouring hundreds of litres
of soup into lidded buckets or bags,
Atlantic developed Innofill.
The Innofill concept is based on
dispensing, filling and safely sealing
liquid products in one move, making
them suitable for the cook and chill
process. By utilising this method, fresh
produce can be kept for up to 40 days
without loss of quality. As a result, food
production companies can work more
efficiently, reduce production time and
develop new products and strategies.
However, the successful development
of this concept relied on Atlantic
Engineering sourcing a suitable pump.
“Pumps play an important role in all of our systems,” stated
Cédric De Bleye at Atlantic Engineering. “We use many different
pumps because they have specific properties and advantages. For
example, transferring liquids can be carried out with a diaphragm
pump, whereas piston pumps are suitable for filling thousands
of 250 mL pots of mayonnaise day in, day out. However, piston
pumps are not suitable for filling larger receptacles.”

Atlantic chose Watson-Marlow’s
Certa sine pump for its Innofill
because it was the only one that could
fulfil the requirements for the Innofill
concept.
The six most important pump
aspects with regard to Innofill were:
1. No pulsation.
2. Consistent, accurate flows.
3. Hygienic and easy to clean.
4. Minimal downtime.
5. Gentle handling of viscous fluids,
including particles and large pieces
of food ingredients.
6. High temperature resistance as
the pump is connected to boilers.
Certa delivers gradual flow without
pulsation, which is important in
order to dispense accurately and
package the product correctly —
without foaming or loss of integrity.
Total hygiene is facilitated as only
a few parts of Certa come into contact
with the food and the entire pump
can be cleaned quickly using CIP or SIP. The pump is then ready
to process a totally different product.
A further benefit is that the Certa pump has only one
changeable part, so spares inventory is minimal and maintenance
downtime is greatly reduced.
Watson-Marlow Fluid Technology Group
www.wmftg.com.au

Three rotary jet heads
Alfa Laval has added three rotary jet heads to its portfolio: GJ A2, GJ A6 and GJ PF FT.
This provides easy installation of rotary jet head technology in small size tank openings like 3″ or
4″, where static spray ball and rotary spray heads are normally mounted today. By retrofitting with
one of the three small jet heads, the user avoids reworking the tank to accommodate upgrading tank
cleaning equipment, meaning low installation cost.
When higher cleaning efficiency is required, it is easy to upgrade static spray balls to the
GJ Rotary Jet Head technology. Simply unclip the static spray ball and replace it with a new clip-on
rotary jet head that uses a cleaning pattern ensuring dynamic and effective distribution of water to
the inner tank surfaces. The high mechanical force generated by the strong jet impingement efficiently removes remaining products and residues to provide the best conditions required for hygienic production.
Rotary jet heads are said to clean tanks 70% faster than the static spray ball technology. Because
of faster cleaning, less water and chemicals are used, thereby reducing operating costs by up to
80%, according to the company. They provide easy cleanability, a safer end product and greater
overall output for all hygienic applications.
Alfa Laval Pty Ltd
www.alfalaval.com.au
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ALL STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION
Slicer infeed conveyor
Heat and Control has released the latest member of
its FastBack product range, the FastLane slicer infeed
conveyor. Slicer infeed conveyors reduce plugging risk
and amounts of slicing scrap while improving slice quality.
The space-saving product combines the gentle horizontal motion of the FastBack Model 260E-G3 with a
multilane pan that singulates product for delivery into
multiple rotary slicers. This ensures that only available
slicers receive successive product while unavailable
slicers remain unfed.
The conveyor eliminates hazardous pinch points by
using basal-mounted, air-actuated paddles that use
upward motion to dam lanes and which descend without
a mechanically applied force.
With the control interface, an operator can push a
button to select an air-actuated paddle which rises to
impede product stream within the lane. It also eliminates
overhead sources of contamination which can fall into
the product stream.
It is built for washdown environments and simple
sanitation. The stainless steel, totally enclosed, fan-cooled
motor package is IP65 rated and the electrical cabinet
and sensors are IP66 rated and designed to NEMA 4X
standards. The drive and the electrical cabinet and sensors are protected against dust, corrosion and strong
jets of water from all directions to withstand tough
washdown environments.
The conveyor increases production by yielding more
quality slices and less scrap with a consistent, singulated feed to each slicer. It spreads potatoes evenly so
there is no flooding or product damage.

AUSTRALIAN AGENT & TECHNICAL SUPPORT

The maximum operating speed is 60 Hz (0.75 kW
motor) or 53 Hz (1.55 kW motor). The maximum throughput is 17,418 kg/h and the maximum pan weight is 136
or 181 kg, depending on motor size.
www.heatandcontrol.com

Tel: (03) 9699 7355
www.pressureandsafetysystems.com.au
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Magnet auditing service
Eriez Magnetics’ magnet auditing service can help food processors to prevent
metal contamination in products and limit downtime. Regular magnet tests
can be used to ensure the performance of magnetic separators.
Testing certification also provides proof of due diligence and that manufacturing procedures comply with HACCP international food safety standards.
Many manufacturers today proactively invest thousands, if not millions
of dollars into magnetic separation and metal detection equipment, reduc-

PROCESSING

ing the risk that any foreign object or contaminant will be mixed in with
their product and sold to their network of customers.
Attention to product purity on the production line has never been
greater, creating the need for manufacturers to detect and eliminate foreign
objects and ferrous metals such as rust, nails, scale, work-hardened stainless, and bolts, before the end product reaches customers. Eliminating
metal contamination also prevents damage to processing machinery, reducing downtime and repair costs. The use of permanent magnetic separators
helps draw out fine tramp metal along critical points of the production line.
These separators come in different styles and in various magnetic strengths,
depending on the application. Periodically, they should all be tested to
confirm their strength and to ensure compliance with current international
food safety standards.
Eriez conducts magnet audits for food manufacturing companies across Australia, using procedures and documentation
recommended by HACCP International. Certifications can be provided that give producers the documentation necessary to
demonstrate their efforts to maintain product purity.
Eriez offers magnet pull tests and application inspection. On completion, our technicians will provide a report which includes
a validated test certificate. Even if it is not an Eriez product, Eriez specialists will audit magnetic separation equipment, evaluate its effectiveness and offer recommendations that could improve the separation performance. The physical condition of the
magnet, access and any safety concerns will be checked. The magnets’ strength will be compared to previous audits (where
possible) or OEM specifications to confirm it is still as strong as when first installed. The company can also provide recommendations and advice regarding food safety industry standards. Pull tests are an essential quality control tool used to
monitor magnet strength to ensure optimum performance.
Eriez Magnetics Pty Ltd
www.eriez.com
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Steam peeling for vegetables
tna has expanded its range of Florigo ultra-peel SSC 3 steam peeling solutions for potatoes, baby carrots and other
vegetables to offer processors tailored steam peeling depending on their individual production requirements. The three
different steam vessel designs are engineered to deliver high peel efficiency, high yield and uniform skin removal, while
cutting average maintenance costs by 50%.
The product’s portfolio includes high-capacity steam peelers for large root vegetables like potatoes for French fries and
vessels with centrally controlled steam inlets for smaller, irregular-shaped produce to enable uniform steam coverage. The
company now also offers split vessel designs for raw materials with high level of water content, such as baby carrots.
operators complete flexibility over steam time, pressure and vessel rotation speed to further optimise the peeling process
for each product.
With the capacity to reduce peel loss to a maximum of 6% depending on the raw material, the peelers loosen the skin
by exposing each item to uniformly dispersed, high-pressure steam, delivering optimum peeling efficiency and a high yield.
Suitable for any root vegetable, the product features a robust, hygienic design with very few wearing parts that can be
easily accessed, reducing the industry’s average maintenance costs by 50% with the potential to double the vessel’s
lifespan, according to the company.
The modular design means processors can easily upgrade to higher capacities should their production
© iStockphoto.com/Tobias Helbig

requirements change.
The range can process between 7 and 52 tonnes of potatoes per hour and can be combined
with the Florigo ultrapeel OC 3 cyclone destoner, Florigo ultra-clean WT 3 drum washer and
Florigo ultra-peel COMBO 3.
tna solutions Pty Ltd
www.tnasolutions.com

Your brand is everything
Ensure safety, quality and authenticity
At Thermo Fisher Scientific, we offer a suite of testing solutions that can help dairy manufacturers at every step of
production. From animal diagnostics for herd health, to milk collection, reception and transport tests, to the latest
molecular testing solutions and quality control detection systems. Discover our dairy testing solutions today.

Find out more at thermofisher.com.au/foodandbeverage
© 2017 Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the property of Thermo
Fisher Scientific and its subsidiaries unless otherwise specified.
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These maximise the reach of the steam while keeping the product out of the water. Each steam peeling solution offers

in the food industry

When it comes to processing raw food and materials, noxious odours are one
of the biggest challenges in the food and dairy processing industry.

W

ith the rise of urban development residing closer
to industrial worksites, food and dairy processing
plants need to adopt stricter odour management
solutions to lower the impact of offensive odours
on the local community.
Other factors leading to an increased demand for safer, more
eco-friendly and efficient odour and wastewater management
include:
• increasing demand of on-site water treatment;
• increasing regulations from the environmental protection
agency (EPA);
• prevention of Work Health and Safety accidents;
• community intolerance to noxious odours;
• the complexity of different volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) to manage.
In Australia, a number of odour and wastewater management
solutions are available to meet the specific needs of the food
processing industry.

Airborne odour treatment
Airborne misting systems neutralise a range of indoor and
outdoor odours.
These facilities are easy to install and maintain, while the
automatic operation saves time and money on manual labour.
Due to their widespread coverage and efficiency, they’re ideal
for reducing the spread of offensive odours among the local
community.
Made from a powerful combination of essential oils and
surfactants, the mist is released as airborne droplets that attract
and neutralise the odour particles. Airborne misting systems are
also environmentally friendly and meet EPA regulations.

Surface odour control
Surface odour control involves using an odour-neutralising
concentrate to manage surfaces and solid organic material from
wastewater.
Applied directly as a spray, the foaming agent breaks down
the organic materials and neutralises the source of the odour.
This eliminates strong odours that emit from surfaces and degrade organic material found in leachate lagoons and holding
tanks. Due to its portability, the spray device can be transported
anywhere to treat indoor and outdoor areas.
46
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The surface odour control is made from a powerful combination of essential oils, minerals, purines, amino acids, pyrimidines,
vitamins and complex organic extracts. These ingredients are
natural, non-toxic and made from biodegradable materials to
reduce environmental impact and comply with WHS regulations.

Vapour systems
Vapour systems are another form of airborne odour control
designed to eliminate a range of indoor and outdoor odours.
Rather than simply mask the effect, vaporisers target odours
from the source and destroy them at a molecular level. The
deodoriser is specially formulated to stay in the air for longer,
so it makes contact with a larger number of odour particles
than conventional sprays — thereby making it more effective.
Vapour systems are custom installed to suit food and dairy
food processing sites of any size. They can be installed in unobtrusive areas and provide discreet treatment against offensive
odours with little manual operation.

The future of odour management
Due to the rising scarcity and cost of fresh water, renewable
forms of wastewater and odour management are already shaping
the food processing industry.
Zero liquid discharge (ZLD) is the latest in cutting-edge
wastewater management. It works by collecting dissolved solids
from the wastewater and transforming the solids into crystals
through a combination of membrane filtration and evaporation.
Finally, the crystals are removed and dewatered — causing the
evaporation to be condensed and returned to the process.
By purifying and recycling virtually all collected wastewater,
ZLD technology is able to preserve water consumption and
eliminate the production of effluents.
Current trends indicate a positive shift towards the adoption
of ZLD technology. The process has become mandatory across all
industries in the state of Tamil Nadu, India, and the global market
investment for ZLD is estimated to be around $100–200 million.
While advancements in the technology are constrained by
high running costs and excessive energy consumption, rising
interest in the United States and emerging global markets like
China and India is a step in the right direction.
OdourPro
www.odourpro.com.au
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Odour
management

From pollutant to sustainable product —

The more than 30 billion litres of wastewater generated by olive oil processors each year represents a huge
challenge for the conventional wastewater treatment techniques.
© stock.adobe.com/au/siculodoc
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transforming olive mill
wastewater

T

he dark liquid effluents are characterised by high
concentrations of organic compounds, including
organic acids, sugars, tannins, pectins and phenolic
substances that make them phytotoxic and inhibit bacterial activity. Each litre of olive mill wastewater is estimated
to be the equivalent of 100 to 200 litres of domestic sewage.
During processing, olives are crushed and mixed with
water in mills. The oil is separated out of this mixture,
and the dirty water and solid residue are discarded. This
water can foul waterways, reduce soil fertility and trigger
extensive damage to nearby ecosystems. Discarding into
rivers there is the risk of contaminating drinking water
and harming aquatic life; pumping it onto farm land, there
is the risk of damaging the soil and reducing crop yields;
burning it — air pollution.
Now a team of Tunisian and French researchers have
developed an environmentally friendly process that could
transform olive mill wastewater into ‘green’ biofuel, biofertiliser and safe water for use in agricultural irrigation;
converting the pollutant into sustainable products for
practical use.
48
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The researchers first embedded the wastewater into
cypress sawdust — another common Mediterranean waste
product. Then they rapidly dried this mixture and collected
the evaporated water, which they say could be safely used
to irrigate crops. Next, the researchers subjected the OMWsawdust mixture to pyrolysis, a process in which organic
material is exposed to high temperatures in the absence
of oxygen. Without oxygen, the material doesn’t combust,
but it does thermally decompose into combustible gases
and charcoal. The researchers collected and condensed the
gas into bio-oil, which could eventually be used as a heat
source for OMW-sawdust drying and the pyrolysis process.
Finally, they collected the charcoal pellets, which were
loaded with potassium, phosphorus, nitrogen and other
nutrients extracted from the breakdown of OMW-sawdust
mixture during pyrolysis. Used as biofertilisers, the researchers found that after five weeks these pellets significantly
improved plant growth, including larger leaves, compared
to vegetation grown without them.
The research has been published in ACS Sustainable
Chemistry & Engineering.
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Integrated stepper motors
The ServoStep integrated stepper motor family, from JVL, features a wide range of options and
will thus fit into all possible user applications, according to the company.
Integrated motors provide the user with an all-in-one solution, with a single unit including
a motor, drive electronics, encoder, motion controller and an easily programmed embedded
PLC with eight I/O points on board. The motors can operate as standalone units or be
controlled from a master PLC or PC. The I/O points can be individually configured as digital
inputs, digital outputs or analog inputs.
Features include: absolute multiturn encoders, CANopen, double shaft, hollow shaft, elecconnectors and Safe Torque Off (STO) input. Even wireless options exist — including Bluetooth,
Zigbee and WLAN — making the motors suitable for AGVs and other battery-supplied applications.
Motion Technologies Pty Ltd
www.motiontech.com.au

Safety controls
Leuze electronic’s MSI 400
safety controls have a compact design and have been
specially designed for use
on eccentric and hydraulic
presses. They fulfil requirements in accordance with
the EN 692 standard for mechanical presses and the
wwEN 693 standard for hydraulic presses.
The new models contain
tailored and certified function
modules for press control and
protection, and are suitable
for use on small and mediumsized presses.
The predefined press function modules, simulation function and log generator make
programming and configuration quick and easy. They
enable monitoring of the press
procedure and easily implement different operating
modes (single stroke, automatic, cyclic, set-up mode).
Operating units such as
two-hand, foot, EMERGENCY
STOP and operating mode
selector switches and safety
sensors can be flexibly integrated.
Leuze electronic Pty Ltd
www.leuze.com.au
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tromechanical brakes (front or rear mounted), IP protection class up to IP65, special customised

Processing
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NEWS
The sound of good bubbly
With New Year’s quickly approaching, the hunt for the perfect
champagne has begun. But how can you tell which is the
best? A new study suggests you may be able to differentiate
between a high-quality glass of champagne and cheap bubbly
just by listening to the sound of the bubbles.
Researchers from the Applied Research Laboratories at the
University of Texas listened to the underwater acoustics of
bubbles using a hydrophone in order to determine whether
it can provide quality assurance. The research was presented
at the 174th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America in
New Orleans, Louisiana.
“Bubbles are very resonant. They basically ring like bells,
and the frequency of that ringing depends in part on the size
of the bubbles. There is a well-known notion that the quality
of a sparkling wine is correlated to the size of its bubbles,
and we are investigating whether the bubble size distribution
of a sparkling wine can be obtained from simple acoustical
measurements,” said researcher Kyle Spratt.
However, they encountered several difficulties when
gathering their data. Firstly, Spratt said that bubbles formed
on the hydrophone itself, which could have skewed their
results, so they tried using a much smaller hydrophone. Also,
champagne is traditionally drunk out of a flute-shaped glass,
but researchers realised that different containers can impact
the bubble formation.
“A wine glass is also a resonant object, so another
challenge for us was to make sure that the
characteristics of the glass itself weren’t biasing
our measurements in some way,” said Spratt.
To account for this, the researchers tested
other containers such as a Styrofoam cup, but they
found that foam or plastic cups encourage bubbles
to stick to the sides, causing them to increase in size.
So whether it is smaller bubbles that are associated
with more expensive champagnes, or larger bubbles that
give off a stronger aroma and texture, the study
could help identify the quality of
wine in the future. This does not just
apply to sparkling wines, but also
other carbonated beverages.
“The direct application would be
as a simple tool that could be used to
monitor the bubble size distribution
in sparkling wines,” Spratt explained.
Maybe we should do some
taste tests to judge for
ourselves.

Australia leading the way with
‘flour power’
20% of the total calories and protein consumed worldwide comes
from wheat. Imagine the global benefits to nutrition availability
if the amount of flour produced from wheat could be increased
10%. Australian wheat already attracts a high price in the market
— wheat with a higher flour yield would be even more beneficial
to the Australian agri-community as well as improving global food
security.
This is not simply pipe dreaming — a group of University of
Queensland researchers is already looking at DNA testing to breed
wheats that will yield up to 10% more flour.
Led by Professor Robert Henry, who is the UQ Queensland
Alliance for Agriculture and Food Innovation Director, the team
looked for the genes responsible for the protein that glues the wheat
grain’s endosperm, wheat germ and bran layers together. If the wheat
has less of this protein it comes apart more easily when milled or
crushed and so the flour yield increases.
Now having pinpointed the genes that code for the protein, the
team is investigating different wheat cultivars that produce less of
this glue-like protein and come apart more easily in the milling
process.
“This increases the efficiency of processing and improves the
nutritional profile of the flour as more of the outer parts of the
endosperm — rich in vitamins and minerals — are incorporated
into the flour,” said Prof Henry.
“This applies not only to white flour but also to wholemeal flour.
Potentially we can take high-yielding field wheats that have not
traditionally been considered suitable for milling and turn them
into milling wheats.
“This will improve on-farm production and reduce post-harvest
wastage and the amount of resources used to grow the wheat.
And, by getting a few per cent more flour from the 700 million
tonnes of wheat produced globally each year, we will be producing
significantly more food from the same amount of wheat.
“We haven’t been able to genetically select for this trait at early
stages of breeding before,” Prof Henry said.
“The effect of this cell adhesion protein explains the difference
between wheats that give us 70% flour when we mill it, to 80%,
which is quite a big difference.”
Professor Henry said this knowledge could be employed
immediately in wheat breeding programs.
“It means that we can produce premium wheats more efficiently
and push the yields of quality premium wheats up.”
The team’s findings have been published in Scientific Reports.

© iStockphoto.com/Diane Diederich
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Ethernet networking switches
ORing’s IGS-9122GPM range of Ethernet networking switches is a
modular managed industrial Ethernet switch with the base unit supporting
12 x 10/100/1000Base-T(X) ports and 2 x 100/1000Base-X SFP ports.
The SFP ports can meet demand for long-distance data transmission
with a selection of SFP modules.
The switch comes with three additional modular slots to provide
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Ethernet port expansion. Each of these modules supports hot-swap
installation and avoids the need to power off the switch if module
replacement is required. The switch supports a variety of redundancy
technologies to enable fast fault recovery including MSTP, STP and RSTP,
and the company’s self-healing technology.
With an operating temperature from -40 to 75°C, the device can be managed
centrally via the company’s open-vision platform as well as via a web-based interface.
The switches have been designed for a wide range of applications including signal and
telecommunication, along with railway environments such as platforms, trackside and
control centres with compliance to EN50121-4 and EN50155.
Control Logic Pty Ltd
www.control-logic.com.au

...KEEP COOL!

Solitherm

Solitherm

Available in
Cooling Capacities
of 320W - 1500W

Available in
Cooling Capacities
of 320W - 4000W

Slim Line Series

NEW STOCK
AVAILABLE

Compact Series

NEW STOCK
AVAILABLE

ENCLOSURE CABINET PRECISION COOLING
Seifert Systems - Precision air conditioning for process control cabinet applications. Designed to keep
your electronics cool and operating at optimum performance. Seifert air conditioning incorporates filter
less technology. No need to change filter mats means less maintenance and less down time. Cooling
capacities range from 200W to 4kW. Seifert also offer heat exchangers heaters and fan systems complete thermal solutions.
A 105 Lewis Rd, Wantirna South VIC 3152
E info@seifertsystems.com.au
T +61 3 9801 1906 / F +61 3 9887 0845
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PLC with large I/O capacity
IDEC Corporation has released its MicroSmart FC6A Plus, a PLC with up to 2060
local I/O. With its expanded I/O capacity, the FC6A Plus is said to be able to control
and monitor the largest machines or entire small-scale manufacturing facilities.
Basic instructions can be executed at a speed of 21 ns and program memory
is 800 kB (100k steps). These features, along with a large data memory, allow the
product to handle large programs with complex control requirements such as PID,
flow totalisation and recipes.
Two models are available: a 16 I/O model and a 32 I/O model. Each model

PROCESSING

includes a 0–10 VDC analog input with 12-bit resolution. Each can accommodate
up to three plug-in discrete, analog, serial or Bluetooth cartridges. Each discrete
cartridge has four I/O points, either four inputs or four outputs. Each analog cartridge has two analog I/O points, either two inputs or two outputs.
Up to 63 I/O expansion modules can be added, providing the ability to handle up to 2060 I/O with a maximum of 511 analog I/O.
The Bluetooth wireless communication adapter allows the monitoring of the PLC and transfer of programs from any device with
Bluetooth capability. FTP communication is also available, as well as full-featured app access for iOS or Android.
All models have two built-in Ethernet ports, and optional plug-in cartridges can create additional RS232C/RS485 ports (up to 33 ports).
The PLC’s Ethernet port supports the Modbus TCP protocol and the serial port supports the Modbus RTU protocol.
IDEC Australia Pty Ltd
www.idec.com/australia

The Vaisala HUMICAP Humidity and Temperature Probes HMP4, HMP5, HMP7

Near-instant hot water
system

and HMP8 and the Temperature Probe TMP1 are part of the company’s

AusJ’s 10 L Aqueous MK2 hot water system is designed

Indigo product family. They are a set of interchangeable smart probes for

for domestic, commercial and industrial users with near-

humidity measurements in demanding environments.

instant hot water while saving time, energy and water.

Interchangeable humidity probes

The probes share several key features. The most dominant feature is

The system helps reduce wastage by having the

their interchangeability, which minimises the downtime associated with

heater located under the sink, close to the point of use

maintenance. This, together with the probes’ accuracy and stability, brings

where it is required for hand and small equipment wash-

high value to customers’ businesses as they reduce costs and resource

ing to maintain hygienic production and OH&S practices

needs. The probes’ interchangeable nature also makes calibration and

in businesses including food and beverage, manufactur-

replacing them convenient.

ing and industrial processing.

All the HMP probes are equipped with the HUMICAP R2 composite
sensor which gives corrosion resistance to the sensor particularly in
acidic environments. All of the released probes are resistant to dust and
most chemicals, and their smooth surface is easy to clean.

The hot water system comes with Australian WaterMark
accreditation.
The heater takes only a few minutes to have hot water
on tap and can be used in several mobile, recreational

The new Indigo family members are compatible with the company’s

and work vehicle applications. It can act as a supple-

Insight PC software, which allows convenient set-up, diagnostics and field

mentary heater, which ensures that the water that comes

calibration. The probes can also be used without Indigo host device through

out is instantly hot so that there’s no lag time while the

Modbus protocol.

main heater kicks in.

They are designed for applications which involve pressure, temperature,
constant high humidity or rapid changes in humidity, including drying and

It comes with floor or wall mounting for added installation convenience.

test chambers, combustion air and other humidifiers and meteorological

Other features include: single weld line for extended

measurements where measurement performance and chemical tolerance

life; inlet/outlet tubes welding inside and out for durabil-

are essential.

ity; polyurethane insulation for

In order to meet the demands of various applications, the series includes

high-efficiency heat retention;

several options: the HMP4 is designed for high-pressure installations up

thermal cutout and run-dry

to 100 bar; the HMP5 is designed for high-temperature applications; the

protection for safety; combina-

HMP7 is for high-humidity applications; the HMP8 is for pressurised instal-

tion pressure relief valve and

lations up to 40 bar and pressurised applications; and the TMP1 with

non-return valve; incoloy 840

immersion-proof probe is designed for demanding temperature measure-

heating element for rapid heat-

ments in industrial applications.

ing and energy efficiency.

Vaisala Pty Ltd

Aus J Imports
www.ausj.com.au

www.vaisala.com/lifescience
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Thermal mass flow meter
The rugged ST51 Series Thermal Mass Flow Meter from Fluid Components International (FCI) provides
continuously accurate measurement of syngas fuel flow to the combined heat and power (CHP) engine.
To ensure the biomass process is active and producing enough syngas to power the CHP engine
(as well as to compute the correct energy value), the output flow of syngas needs to be measured
accurately and with high repeatability. The flow meters are suitable because of their ability to be calibrated for mixed process gases, their all-welded closed sensor design ensuring no leak path for H2 gas
safety and their global Ex agency safety approvals for Zone 1/Division 1 hazardous areas with potentially
explosive gases.
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It is an insertion-style flow meter developed for use in pipe diameters from 63 to 610 mm. It is designed for
the flow measurement of methane-based gases such as biogas, digester gas, landfill gas and natural gas, and
for air, compressed air or nitrogen.
It can be easily installed into the pipe via a 0.5 or 0.75″ NPT compression fitting. It features a measurement
range from 0.08 to 122 MPS with turndown ratio of 100:1 and with accuracy of ±1% reading, ±0.5% full scale.
Depending on the chosen configuration, they are suitable for process temperatures from 121 to 177°C and pressures from 10 to 34 bar(g).
Designed with a no-moving-parts non-clogging thermal mass flow sensor, the meter features precision, lithography structured platinum RTD sensors embedded in FCI’s equal-mass, small-diameter, all-metal thermowells.
Combined with microprocessor electronics and precision calibration, this meter achieves accuracy with a fast response. There is virtually no maintenance required over a long life for a low life-cycle cost.
The electronics are housed in a rugged IP67-rated enclosure with dual conduit ports in either NPT or M20 threading. The instrument comes standard with dual 4–20 mA outputs and a 500 Hz pulse output.
AMS Instrumentation & Calibration Pty Ltd
www.ams-ic.com.au
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Inline mixer

©iStockphoto.com/Ashok Rodrigues
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efficiency and energy optimisation

Energy savings in inline mixing operations can save processors money and improve efficiency.

E

fficient production is fundamentally important to
success in the food processing industry and one of
the best ways to improve efficiency is to optimise
energy consumption. Any improvements here will
repay dividends over many years.
The energy consumption involved in in-tank mixing processes is well researched and understood. But with inline
rotor-stator mixers the flow is often controlled independently of the rotor speed and collecting sufficient data to
accurately model the process has to date required a large
number of experiments.
Researchers from Manchester University’s School of
Chemical Engineering and Analytical Sciences have incorporated TorqSense transducers into a test rig that analyses
losses in inline mixers.
Dr Mike Cooke and T L Rogers have developed two
simplified methods for obtaining the necessary information
for particular stator-rotor mixers: one uses torque measurements, the other heat balance.
Dr Cooke explains that high shear rotor-stator mixers
are widely used in process industries, including the manufacture of many food, cosmetic and healthcare products;
fine chemicals; and pharmaceuticals. Rotor-stator devices
54
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provide a focused delivery of energy, power and shear to
accelerate physical processes such as mixing, dissolution,
emulsification and de-agglomeration.
“To reliably scale-up these devices from laboratory size
to industrial scale we need to understand the relationship
between rotor speed, flow rate and the energy dissipated,”
he said. “The first step is to link the energy dissipation
rate to desired process results.”
The scientists created two mixing experiments and set
about measuring the torque profile and heat balance. In the
first experiment torque was measured by a Sensor Technology’s TorqSense inline torque meter fitted to the drive shaft.
There are two main sources of potential error when measuring the torque on the rotor shaft: time-based zero-drift
and bending moments on the shaft, both of which are easily
counteracted with the TorqSense. Other corrections also have
to be made for bearing losses, temperature fluctuations etc.
TorqSense proved a good choice for this work because
its non-contact operation meant extra drag forces were not
added to the system and also allowed rapid assembly and
disassembly during the experiments. It uses two piezoelectric combs which are simply glued to the drive shaft at
right angles to one another. As the shaft turns it naturally
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... performance characteristics of inline mixers
can be easily modelled. This lets industrial users
calculate their optimum energy consumption and tune
their mixer drives accordingly. Power and cost savings
will accrue during the whole production period and make
a valuable contribution to the company’s bottom line and
green credentials.

of slip rings means one less set of calculations to account
for — and one less fiddly fixing task.”
The conclusion from Dr Cooke’s experiments is that
the performance characteristics of inline mixers can be
easily modelled. This lets industrial users calculate their
optimum energy consumption and tune their mixer drives
accordingly. Power and cost savings will accrue during the
whole production period and make a valuable contribution
to the company’s bottom line and green credentials.
Sensor Technology Ltd
www.sensors.co.uk
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twists along its length very
slightly and in proportion
to the torque, which deforms the combs changing
their piezo-signature. This
change is measured wirelessly by a radio frequency pick-up
and used to monitor the torque.
Its data is output to a very user-friendly computer screen
which uses graphics to aid instant interpretations and also
automatically logs all data for later analysis.
In fact, the School of Chemical Engineering and Analytical Sciences at Manchester University is a major user of
TorqSense, having many installed on permanent teaching
aids and various research rigs.
“The students like the readout displays, which look no
more complicated than a car’s dashboard,” said Dr Cooke.
“For us researchers, the ease with which they can be
mounted and removed is a godsend in experiments where
you are constantly reconfiguring the rig. Also, their lack
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Progressing
cavity pumps
for high pressure or viscous food
and beverage applications
Pete Ciorrocco*

With the right system design, progressing cavity pumps can reduce
cost, lower maintenance needs and achieve better results in complex
conveying applications within food and beverage production.

T

hough progressing cavity pumps are not the most
common pumps used for conveyance in food and
beverage production, certain applications, such as
those requiring high pressure or conveying highly
viscous media, require this pump type. Progressing cavity
pumps can be well suited to food and beverage applications’
needs regarding contamination avoidance, but require an
additional pump to be included in the system for effective
clean-in-place (CIP) procedures.

Certain applications demand progressing cavity pumps
Where food and beverage pumping applications are concerned, progressing cavity pumps are rarely the first thought
in system design. Rotary lobe and centrifugal pumps are
far more commonly used in these applications, and indeed
are often the right choice. In many situations, however,
rotary lobe and centrifugal pumps are not up to the task
56
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of conveyance in food and beverage applications or are not
the most cost-effective solution.
Progressing cavity pumps generally cost less than rotary
lobe pumps and are capable of handling higher pressures
and higher viscosity materials than either rotary lobe or
centrifugal pumps. Cost savings of up to 50% are possible
with progressing cavity pumps over rotary lobe pumps,
especially in smaller volume operations. In addition, in
applications where media is under high pressure (>100 psi)
or of high viscosity (>20,000 cP for rotary lobe; >10,000
cP for centrifugal), progressing cavity pumps are far better
suited than the alternatives. The choice in not so clear-cut
for applications requiring an extremely small footprint; in
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Making CIP work in PC/PD pumps

these cases, designers must balance the need for high pressure or high viscosities with available space and determine
the best solution.
In the end, progressing cavity pumps are suitable for
conveyance tasks in a number of food and beverage production environments, especially those with difficult-to-convey,
shear-sensitive, abrasive and/or viscous components. The
pumping process in progressing cavity pumps involves a
rotor turning with an eccentric rotary motion within a fixed
stator. The two components are precisely geometrically mated

Incorporating progressing cavity and other similar positive
displacement pumps into food and beverage pumping applications brings up the question of sanitisation and cleanin-place (CIP) processes. While rotary lobe and centrifugal
pumps allow for CIP processes directly through the existing
pumping technology, progressing cavity and other positive
displacement pumps require a separate pump to enable CIP
processes. This does not make them unsuited to the task;
it simply requires some additional concern in the initial
system design.
CIP procedures are critically important in food and
beverage conveying applications because proper pump and
pipe cleaning is key to avoiding contamination, bacterial
growth and other issues. By running a cleaning agent (acid,
caustic or even just water at high temperatures) through the
pump system, proper cleaning can be ensured and regulatory requirements met.
Usually with rotary lobe and centrifugal pump systems,
there is no need for a separate CIP pump. The pump in use
can be used as a CIP pump for cleaning by simply running
the proper CIP solution in place of the usual food or beverage media. It is often easier to disassemble these types of
pumps for cleaning than progressing cavity pumps; while
rotary lobe and centrifugal pumps can be disassembled for
cleaning without disconnecting piping, progressing cavity
pumps must be fully disassembled, including the rotor and
stator in order to perform manual cleaning tasks. Running
CIP processes can limit the amount of cleaning that must
be done with pump disassembly, though with progressing
cavity pumps, this requires a small, separate pump.
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with one another, conveying chambers are formed between
them and these chambers advance during rotation. The
medium is gently transported in these chambers from the
inlet to the discharge side by the turning motion. Volume
and pressure remain constant with progressing cavity pump
technology, regardless of the viscosity or consistency of the
substance being conveyed. In addition, no shear forces,
pulsation or pressure reversal points occur, thus avoiding
damage to the medium.
In food and beverage applications specifically, progressing cavity pumps can be designed to reduce the risk of
contamination. In order to do so, pumps must use FDAapproved materials, including metals, plastics and elastomers, with each elastomer compound independently tested
to determine suitability. Depending on the material being
conveyed, certification may be required for pump systems
and processes in food and beverage applications.

PROCESSING

It is important to take cleaning into account when
the pumping system is first designed

Given that the suction body of the progressing cavity
pump is larger (typically about twice the diameter) of the
surrounding piping, there is a velocity drop of the cleaning
solution within the suction body if the progressing cavity
pump is used for CIP procedures. As a result, the cleaning
solution does not achieve the proper velocity throughout
the system and the CIP process is not successful. By using
a separate pump, proper velocity can be achieved and CIP
processes are successful. Typically, these separate pumps
are small centrifugal pumps, as the cleaning solutions used
for CIP are low viscosity. By using such a pump to achieve
successful CIP procedures, cleanliness can be assured, along
with successful, efficient pumping of difficult media in the
actual production process via the progressing cavity pump.

Benefits of well-designed pumping technology
It is important to take cleaning into account when the pumping system is first designed. The rotor of the progressing
cavity pump should be designed to be compatible not only
for the media and temperature range of the process, but also
for compatibility with the chemicals being used in the CIP
process and their temperature. CIP processes can change,
and when they do, compatibility with the stator elastomer
should be verified and the stator or cleaning solution replaced if necessary.
58
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Given that a separate CIP pump is required for systems
that include progressing cavity pumps, it is also important
that the progressing cavity pump design have the appropriate
bypass set-up, as well as suction and discharge ports that
allow for the addition of a separate pump. The NETZSCH
NEMO Progressing Cavity Pump is an example of this kind
of design for sanitary applications, as the NEMO pumps
have suction and discharge ports located tangential to the
body of the pump in order to achieve complete drainage
and proper circulation through the pump for cleaning.
In addition, NEMO pumps feature open universal joints
to enable the best cleaning of the universal joint and the
elimination of dead zones that can lead to contamination.
NETZSCH also offers flexible connecting rods in lieu of
universal joints so the need for the universal joint, with its
involved cleaning process, is eliminated entirely.
By working with experts to assess the needs of any food
and beverage pumping application, by choosing the best
pump for the media being conveyed and by designing a
system that allows for effective cleaning of that ideal pump,
system operators can ensure sanitary processes that fit
their budget, plant footprint and regulatory requirements.
CIP procedures should be clearly understood when choosing pump systems, but equipment like progressing cavity
pumps that can’t provide a dual function as CIP pumps
can nevertheless be well suited to sanitary applications like
those in food and beverage conveyance. The right pump
design along with fine-tuning to the final system ensures
that media is conveyed appropriately, maintenance needs
are reduced and contamination is avoided.
*Pete Ciorrocco is the Business Field Manager for NETZSCH
Pumps North America.
NETZSCH Australia Pty Ltd
www.netzsch-thermal-analysis.com
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Twin-screw grinders
The GEA PowerGrind 200 and the larger 280 model’s twinscrew design grinds fresh or frozen meat without the need
for changing the cutting set or screw. It results in fewer fines
and less dust and no crushed meat. Improvements include
an auto-reverse screw that prevents blockage and a more
robust construction. Faster infeed possibilities, hygienic and
safety design that has earned DGUV approval and PLC control
that facilitates standardisation thanks to automation within the
production line are new features.
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The double-screw configuration features a slowly rotating
feeder worm that cuts frozen blocks rather than breaking them.
This technique generates very little heat, so quality is maintained
with no squashing or smearing.
The capacity for the 280 version is up to 30 t/h for fresh meat and 11 t/h for frozen. The product’s ability for uninterrupted continuous operation has been boosted with an infeed hopper designed to ensure loading meat blocks from
meat trolleys or bins does not lead to stoppages relating to bridging.
Another boost to productivity is the reduced changeover times for the two-worm configuration. Reverse operation of
the processing worm enables the cutting tool to be changed with ease even if the machine is loaded.
Cleaning is simplified thanks to a unique hinged lining that simplifies access to the channels and interior without the
need for hoisting or supporting equipment. With the correct tools, the machine is ready for cleaning in 5 min. All joints
in the processing areas are welded and rounded, and all surfaces are inclined to prevent water collecting. The drive
zone and processing zone are fully separated, virtually eliminating the risk of contamination across zones.
GEA Australia
www.gea.com
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X-ray inspection system
Manufacturers of pumped food products can
benefit from high detection sensitivity and
improved overall equipment effectiveness
(OEE) with the X38 X-ray inspection system
from Mettler-Toledo Safeline X-ray.
The single vertical X-ray beam system for
pumped food products has a complete set
of software algorithms that have been specially developed for piped food products, includ-

PROCESSING

ing meat and poultry, fruit and vegetables, dairy,
baby food, syrups, jams and preserves. It offers
optimum detection capabilities, particularly for contaminants such as calcified bone, mineral stone, glass shards
and metal filings, while allowing the timely and accurate opening of

A serious workplace injury or death changes

the reject valve, ensuring precise removal of the contaminated product

lives forever and every second counts when

with minimal product waste.

it comes to minimising the impact. Knowing

The air conditioner has an IP69 rating that makes it capable of

this, Enware has introduced a new addition

withstanding the high-pressure and high-temperature cleaning applica-

to its portable safety solutions, the Tobin 500

tions commonly seen on pumped food lines. The casing also has

Transport Bottle with optional stand.

sloping surfaces and curved edges, which allows water to run off

It is suitable for all workplaces and transport

quickly and easily, reducing the need to wipe the machine dry after

vehicles carrying dangerous goods, which

cleaning and eliminating bacteria traps. These means the frequency

according to the Australian Dangerous Goods

of downtime for cleaning can be reduced and in addition the product’s

Code should have an eyewash kit of at least

robustness means higher reliability of performance. Both of these facts

250 mL filled and ready for use.

significantly increase OEE and reduce the total cost of ownership (TCO).

Each bottle contains 500 mL of sterile

The X-ray system can be easily integrated into production pipelines

saline solution dispensed from six streams

with flow rates of up to 14 t/h, depending on the diameter of the pipe
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Eyewash transport
bottle

for a soft yet effective flow.

and the application. It is available with 2.5″, 3″ or 4″ diameter pipes

Flushing the eye within a few seconds of

as standard, but can be built with other sizes on request to suit cus-

an incident is critical, and with the transport

tomers’ existing pipework.

bottle an eye wash can be within arm’s reach.

Mettler-Toledo Ltd

Enware Australia Pty Ltd

www.mt.com

www.enware.com.au
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Current indicator terminal block
The Phoenix Contact PTTB 2,5-ILA 100 current indicator
terminal block simplifies the connection process with Push-in
Connection Technology, which allows direct plug-in capability.
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Whether working with solid conductors or conductors with
ferrules, technicians can connect directly to the terminal
point without any fuss.
The technician simply aligns and inserts the wire into the
marked terminal points. The low insertion forces of the
push-in connection terminal block enables the conductors
to be inserted easily and directly, and tool-free. The installation process is fast and convenient.
The current indicator terminal block detects interruptions or line breaks during operation to ensure good
performance. The voltage drop is evaluated at a Zener diode in reverse direction and is indicated by an
LED so that the technician can see the operating status of the system. The device also features a
printed circuit diagram for clear identification to help minimise faulty wiring and ensure performance.
The compact system helps users save on space with its slim design, while providing flexibility when it
comes to configuration. Shock and vibration resistant, the device is robust and safe to use and operate.
The unit is suitable for use in a range of industries including systems manufacturing and machine
building, process technology and process engineering, chemical and petrochemical, rail and shipbuilding,
as well as in energy technology.
Phoenix Contact Pty Ltd
www.phoenixcontact.com.au
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Mango peeler and de-cheeker
The Mango Peeler and De-Cheeker by Kronen is a
machine that peels large quantities of mangoes and
removes the ‘cheeks’ in a single operation. Dynamic
insert clamps automatically adjust to the respective
mango size and hold the fruit firmly.

PROCESSING

Specially developed spikes serve as carriers. Springs
position the mango optimally for exact cutting with fine adjustable peeling knives.
Capacity is up to 40 pieces/min.
The mango is a sensitive fruit and therefore requires special care in the processing. The peeler does not hold the fruit on the delicate outer side, but by the stone.
The fruit is naturally peeled as if it had been peeled by hand along the length of
the fruit. After peeling, the mangoes are cut into two halves using two sharp rotating
blades. This processing method increases the shelf life of the product.
The peeler can be integrated into a professional production processing line. The
machine measures 7285 (including infeed belt) x 1471 x 2450 mm and is also suitable for ripe mangoes.
Reactive Engineering Pty Ltd
www.reactive-eng.com.au
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Form and fill in one step
PACKAGING & LABELLING

and save time, space and resources

A one-step process for forming and filling plastic
bottles is on the horizon with the linear machines
slated for release in 2019.

T

he company behind this innovation, KHS, demonstrated
its FormFill process at drinktec in September, showing
how the system will save both time and floor space,
facilitate individualisation of plastic packaging and
maximise resource utilisation.
In the FormFill process KHS will be integrating what to date
were two separate processes into one for the first time ever, at
the same time presenting a marketable machine concept. Up until
now two individual function modules stretch blow moulded
the PET preform and then filled the resulting bottle in separate
stages. With the KHS FormFill, bottlers can now form and fill
bottles on a single machine.
The current development is suitable for still waters, hot-fill,
liquid soaps and detergents. The next stage will focus on adapting the system to cope with the increased demands placed on
the blow moulding system by carbonated and aseptic beverages.
As in the conventional processing of plastic containers the
machine heats up the preforms according to the required temperature profile. The product to be filled is then forced into the
PET preforms under pressure with a controlled volume flow.
The bottle is formed by the product to be filled as opposed to
the compressed air used to date. In this process the preform
material is automatically distributed along the inner contours of
the container shape. The stretch rod aligns the bottle lengthwise
and is automatically retracted from the container after filling.
The given fill level is reached when the displacement volume
is removed and before the cap is placed on the neck.
KHS FormFill yields savings potential — and not just
in line operation: by doing away with an entire function
module and with the smaller diameter of the rotary machine
the total amount of space required is reduced. In the current
test environment of 40,000 bottles/hour, the new procedure
64
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only needs about 25% of the installation space of standard
stretch blow moulder/filler blocks when filling beverages.
Inline operation users will see a boost in efficiency with
regard to time, energy and maintenance especially. As the
conventional stretch blow moulding process is no longer
required, KHS FormFill fills PET containers more quickly.
Forming and filling takes about the same time as the formerly separate stretch blow moulding process. Saving on the
high-pressure air compressor alone results in a considerable
drop in energy consumption. Maintenance costs are cut by
the use of fewer components and format parts.
The new machine can be integrated into existing packaging processes.
Current findings even suggest that lower film thicknesses
can be used for secondary and tertiary packaging. As the
inside skin of the containers cools faster in the FormFill
process than with the standard method thanks to direct filling, KHS produces containers of greater stiffness with the
same wall thickness. This in turn allows further materials
to be saved in the preforms. Even if the preforms currently
in use can be processed on the new plant equipment, KHS
recommends that preform geometries are revised in order
to exploit the possible potential for saving materials to the
maximum.
Design details such as logos can also be better processed
— increasing the scope for individualisation.
The systems supplier wants to commission the first FormFill rotary machine as a prototype in 2018, after which it is
to be readied for market. The technology has already been
tested for 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 L PET bottles.
KHS Pacific Pty Ltd
www.khs.com
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Fibre laser for
coding aluminium
cans
Designed to meet high-speed
coding demands of the beverage-
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canning sector, the F720i fibre laser
delivers legible and durable codes on aluminium cans in challenging beverage environments with ease.
The F720i is IP65 rated, robust and compact. It is capable of maintaining continuous output in
harsh and humid beverage environments reaching up to 45°C. This environmentally friendly laser
provides fast return on investment due to its low maintenance, sustainable production without fluids
or consumables and low energy consumption.
The F720i features 3D power concentration, a focused optical laser beam that is distributed in
short intense pulses, delivering high code quality speed. The 3D power concentration produces
accurate permanently readable codes, without affecting the structural integrity of the can.
Developed to maintain high levels of flexibility and coding quality at high speeds, the F720i applies
standard codes at a rate of 90,000 cans/h and has the capability to deliver complex codes and
promotional data of over 60 characters at a rate of 42,000 cans/h.
insignia Pty Ltd
www.insignia.com.au
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Magnetic gripper
SMC has added to its gripper range with the MHM-X6400, which uses a magnet for the handling
of steel plate without the need for vacuum. Suitable for workpieces with uneven or irregular surfaces or featuring holes, this magnetic gripper provides reliable and safe handling at reduced cycle
times for improved productivity. It’s also suitable for many varied sheet metal handling applications
including robotic systems.
With a holding force of up to 120 N, the gripper continues to hold a workpiece even when air
supply is lost completely or pressure drops are experienced, offering peace of mind when it comes
to reliable and safe movement of workpieces. Furthermore, with a residual holding force of only
0.3 N or less, cycle times are reduced and productivity output is improved.
Suitable for a range of transfer applications, the holding force of the product can be adjusted

PACKAGING & LABELLING

by simply changing the height of the bumper being used.
Made from Fluororubber, the bumper also prevents the workpiece from slipping and damaging
during operations, improving safety.
Featuring three mountable surfaces and the option to mount auto switches, the gripper offers
flexibility and greater process control.
SMC Australia | New Zealand
www.smcworld.com

Combined checkweigher and metal detector systems
Pre-assembled and available with a common reject conveyor, the combination of the Ishida DACS checkweigher and the CEIA metal detector systems delivers high inspection performance to maximise efficiency
and save floor space.
The checkweighers inspect the accuracy of upstream filling and casepacking by
verifying correct product weight or count, eliminating underweights and protecting
profits by eliminating product overweight giveaway. The DACS-G multirange weighing
capacity allows one checkweigher to satisfy a wide variety of product sizes and
speed requirements. The CEIA metal detectors can meanwhile precisely detect
all ferrous and non-ferrous metal contaminants, including stainless steel.
Both machines are mounted on a single, easy-to-clean frame, with software
that lets the user control the metal detector and checkweigher from one control
panel. Three-zone rejectors allow good product to pass while diverting metal
contaminated and improper weight product each to different locations. Defective
product can be removed using a single reject conveyor, saving on floor space. There are several rejectors to choose from, including arm, air
or push-plate rejectors.
Set-up and operation are simple and include multiproduct memory for fast changeovers and a variety of systems for dry or IP69K washdown
environments. The Ishida DACS checkweigher and the CEIA metal detector systems can be integrated with Ishida tray sealers, X-ray inspection, bag seal checkers and other packaging equipment.
Heat and Control Pty Ltd
www.heatandcontrol.com

Film Web
Rotary Turret

Want to add zip
to the package
on your FFS or
Flow Wrapper?
Zip-Pak is doing this with
cost-effective retrofits.
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For more information
call AUS: 03 8795 8299
or NZ: 09 838 5747
Email: salesausnz@zippak.com

www.zippak.com

Lidding film for demanding applications
KM Packaging Services’ lidding film has been created especially for demanding
applications, offering seal integrity and puncture resistance. The KPeel Flex Pet film
helps drive down food waste in the manufacturing and supply chain.
The product offers high impact resistance even under frozen conditions and is
suited to applications where food is pre-baked or cooked in a tray before film sealing takes place. Compatible with Cpet, Apet, PVC and coated foil trays, the film
copes well with food contamination on the tray rim, as well as any tray distortion
caused by the pre-bake/cook process.
Available in 42, 52 and 62 microns, it can be specified as standard or high barrier. Offering strong hot and cold peels, the film is suitable for microwave cooking
and will retain robust seal integrity during cooling, storage, distribution and retail.
KM Packaging

Packaging
system to extend
shelf life for fruit
Life+ from Sirane offers shelf-life
extension for fruit by combining
various elements into one complete packaging solution, including
an anti-mist punnet tray, packaging
films and absorbent technology.
Absorbency options include antibacterial and ethylene absorbency,
both of which can have a positive
impact on the shelf life of soft and
delicate fruits.
Portions of cut fruit — apples,
pineapples, kiwi and melon —
have been found to receive an
additional two to four days of shelf
life using Life+ when compared
with standard trays and films,
according to Sirane. Life+ creates
a micro-atmosphere in the pack
that regulates the respiration rates
of the fruits, which helps maintain
texture. The product also reduces
drip and subsequent microbial
contamination, as well as helping
the fruit maintain a higher vitamin
C content.
With grapes, the system prevents wilting and delays fungal
growth while maintaining flavour.
With mushrooms, it has been
shown to maintain whiteness and
prevent discolouration. With berries, it has been show to slow
down ripening, delay the detachment of berries from their stalks
and help delay fungal growth on
the surface of the fruit.
Sirane Ltd
www.sirane.com

www.kmpackaging.com

Question time ...
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Horizontal packaging machine
The DX-Series by PFM is a horizontal packaging machine that
produces stand-up pouches.
The magnetic shuttle system enables the product to produce
up to 480 pouches/min. When configured for use as a twin
version, this system conveys pouches to the front and rear of

PACKAGING & LABELLING

the machine, thereby doubling the production capacity and

Where and how are the different labelling
options used?
Which labelling technology is best suited for which applications?
This Q&A quickly navigates you through the options:
Q. LPA, LA, in-line labelling, weigh and weigh-price labelling
— what are they?
A. Label Printer Applicators (LPAs), or ‘print and apply’ solutions,
print information onto pressure-sensitive labels and then automatically
apply those labels onto a product. Label Applicators (LAs) apply
pre-printed labels, while an inline labelling system is integrated into
the production line for products where materials-handling is needed
(bottling lines, cans, jars etc.) to help the LA accurately address
labels onto products. Weigh labellers and weigh-price labellers print
and apply human-readable information, such as weight and price,
onto primary or secondary products.
Q. What should I use to apply variable human-readable and
barcode information to cartons, pallets and primary products?
A. LPAs are perfect. They can handle high volumes of labels with
variable barcodes, product information and graphics, labelling a
variety of substrates, including plastics, metal and timber. Standalone printers suit low-volume applications. LPAs can also be used
to print and apply RFID Smart Labels.
Q. I want to apply promotional labels onto pre-labelled retail
packs, what’s best?
A. Inline LAs are a precise, cost-effective and efficient way to apply
these — preferable to manual ‘slap-and-ship’. They are often used
to apply pre-printed barcode labels onto cartons, and ingredient lists,
nutritional panels and general information onto primary products.
Q. What’s the best way to apply front and back pre-printed labels?
A. This is where an inline labelling system, integrated into the
production line, helps the LA accurately apply labels, including on
round, oval and conical bottles. Other common applications are
full-wrap overlaps on cylinders or tubes, or a front-back-and-wrap
combination. In-line systems are often used to apply human-readable
and GTIN barcode information to primary products, e.g. wine bottles, aerosol cans, embossed bottles (with labels oriented relative
to embossing), plastic bottles, syringes and vials. Semi-automatic
in-line labellers are portable and great for slower production lines,
low volumes or short runs.
Q. Can we use a weigh labeller for non-food items?
A. Definitely. Whether it’s meat, fruit, vegetables, bakery goods or
non-food products, a weigh labeller or a weigh price labeller will
ensure packages are correctly and automatically forwarded, aligned,
weighed and labelled — even those of varying height and alignment.
Labelling can be on the top, back or side, with speeds to suit the
production line.

allowing quick format changeover.
The full slide access design allows the user to directly access
all components easily. The product is compact with a 90° layout
that reduces the machines length, saving space for other
purposes. The all-in-one conveyor allows the user to carry out
format changes in minutes. The pouch is held firmly during all
filling and sealing stages.
Emrich Industries Pty Ltd
www.emrich.com.au

High-speed co-extruded film
Innovia Films’ high-speed Biaxially Oriented Polypropylene (BOPP)
film – Propafilm REF is claimed to have a wide sealing range when
compared to standard co-extruded films. At typical laboratory
conditions, scientists have been able to confirm over 30°C lower
heat seal threshold (the minimum temperature required to achieve
acceptable seal strength of 200 g/25 mm) compared to basic films.
The film is also claimed to provide an enhanced hot tack
performance over standard films. This means that the seals, when
pulled still hot, resist opening on a larger range of temperatures.
Suitable for horizontal-form-fill wrapping applications, the film
provides good machinability, good clarity for visual impact and
good moisture barrier for product protection. It is suited to a
variety of applications and markets such as biscuits and bakery,
confectionery, dried foods, tea and cosmetics.

Brought to you by
Matthews Australasia
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Sharp-edged PET container bases
Sidel’s SteadyEDGE technology is used to produce flat, oval and rectangular container base designs in PET.
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The specific sharp base design — which can have a radius as little as only 1 mm, compared to a previous minimum of
2.5 mm — is achieved using the Base OverStroke System (BOSS). BOSS is piston activated in the blowing phase to stroke the
base. This mechanical element allows for the raising and lowering of the base during the bottle-forming process independent
of the opening and closing of the two half-shells of the mould.
BOSS provides the option to implement quick mould changeovers to ensure maximum production uptime. Easy to implement
and to retrofit, Sidel’s BOSS solution is fully compatible with Sidel Universal blowing machines.
The packaging solution improves productivity and low total cost of ownership (TCO). Benefits include lightweighting
possibilities of up to 10% through the improved material stretch on the base. A reduction in blowing pressure decreases energy
consumption by up to 20% during production when limitation is linked to base design.
The sharper edges aid design freedom and facilitate the production of more elegant containers with bases which are
less curved.
The sharper edges possible on the package are used to effectively flatten and increase the ‘standing ring’ area of the base.
The application of SteadyEDGE to any design can enhance the package’s stability by as much as 35%. This is beneficial on
the supermarket shelf, in the home and on the production line. As packages are less likely to fall while they are being conveyed
between various machines, this results in fewer stoppages and improved uptime.
Sidel Oceania Pty Ltd
www.sidel.com
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Mega losses forecast
PACKAGING & LABELLING

if plain packaging comes to the beverage industry

They did it to tobacco — a minimum AU$395 billion
loss is forecast if plain packaging is forced onto the
beverage industry.

I

n a world first, Australia introduced plain packaging to
the tobacco industry in 2012 to attempt to reduce the
appeal of tobacco products to consumers, increase the
effectiveness of health warnings and reduce the ability of the retail packaging of tobacco products to mislead
consumers about the harmful effects of smoking or using
tobacco products.
Now there is global talk of extending this type of legislation to cover sugar-laden beverages, alcohol, confectionery
and savoury snacks.
Brand and business valuation consultancy Brand Finance
has estimated the potential value loss to businesses at close
to AU$395 billion if plain packaging is extended to the
beverage industry.
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If this legislation was to come to pass, alcoholic drinks
producers like Heineken, AB InBev and Pernod Ricard would
see 100% of their brand portfolios exposed while PepsiCo
and The Coca-Cola Company would each lose around $45bn
or 25% of enterprise value.
Brand Finance analysed the potential financial impact of
a plain packaging policy on food and beverage brands in
four categories: alcohol, confectionery, savoury snacks and
sugary drinks. They found that alcohol and sugary drinks
brands are the most vulnerable.
Eight major brand-owning companies (PepsiCo, Pernod
Ricard, The Coca-Cola Company, Heineken, AB InBev,
Nestlé, Mondelez International and Danone) are predicted
to lose a total of AU$247 billion should plain packaging be
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Brand and business valuation consultancy Brand
Finance has estimated the potential value loss to
businesses at close to AU$395 billion if plain packaging is
extended to the beverage industry.

© stock.adobe.com/au/marioav

More about plain packaging

mandated. The estimate refers to the loss of value derived
specifically from brands and does not account for further
potential losses resulting from changes in price and volume
of the products sold or illicit trade. Therefore, the total
damage to businesses affected is likely to be higher.
An extrapolation of the results to all major alcohol and
sugary drinks brands points towards a potential loss of
AU$387 billion for the beverage industry globally.
“To apply plain packaging in the food and drink sector would render some of the world’s most iconic brands
unrecognisable, changing the look of household cupboards
and supermarket shelves forever, and result in astronomical
losses for the holding companies,” said David Haigh, CEO
of Brand Finance.

By imposing strict rules and regulations, legislators require
producers to remove all branded features from external packaging, except for the brand name written in a standardised
font, with all surfaces in a standard colour. This severely
limits the effectiveness of using brands as marketing tools
and so prevents firms from differentiating their products.
As governments look to improve public health by reducing obesity and lifestyle diseases, the possibility of plain
packaging for alcohol, sugary drinks, confectionery and
savoury snacks is increasing.
Countries are already introducing regulations on the
marketing and advertising of food and drink products. In
2015, the WHO-backed Tobacco Atlas called for extending plain packaging to alcohol and some food and drink
products. In 2016, Public Health England released a report
calling for plain packaging to be considered for alcohol, a
topic which was raised again only last month in medical
journal The Lancet. Also, Canada’s Yukon has just become
the first territory in the world to introduce sizeable health
warning labels on all alcohol products, cautioning against
the risk of cancer.
For a fascinating insight, including all the findings
and methodology, read the Brand Finance Plain Packaging
2017 report.
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Predicted loss of brand contribution to companies at risk
is only the tip of the iceberg. Plain packaging also means
losses in the creative industries, including design and
advertising services, which are heavily reliant on FMCG
contracts.

Filling machine for chilled
distribution of portion-sized
packages
Ecolean’s EL2+ is a filling machine for chilled distribution of portionsized packages.
The product features five fillers and a servo system that uses
motors instead of pneumatic cylinders so as to double capacity by
reducing cycle times nearly 40% — from 2.4 to 1.5 s, according to
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Continuous inkjet printer

the company. It now produces up to 12,000 portion-sized packages/h.

The Videojet 1860 continuous inkjet (CIJ) printer has been

The infeed has a mechanical cam system and servo motors that

developed as a result of production line challenges. It features

control the opening of the packages as well as package grippers,

on-board intelligence and intuitive interaction that drives produc-

all by one single cam movement. This increases reliability, durability

tivity. Key to this is VideojetConnect, a remote service capability

and requires less overall machine maintenance.

that gives operators direct access to the large service network
of technical experts at the touch of a button.

In addition, the machine increases product safety and quality with
a fully automated cleaning system of the filling zone that ensures the

Technicians connect directly to the line for immediate advice

same level of hygiene at the start of every production cycle. A steam

and remote problem-solving, allowing for instant corrective

system can be added to the valve cluster system made with aseptic

action and minimising reliance on in-house maintenance teams.

membrane valves, which enables sterilisation of the entire filling

Several built-in features, including a zero adjustment printhead

system before each production.

nozzle and a safety reserve tank that holds an additional 20%

The machine includes a straw applicator for several different straw

fluid, help to deliver availability of 99.8%. This gives customers

types, for easy on-the-go consumption. The product will be available

high-quality coding with minimal intervention.

in the third quarter of 2017.

Datamark Identification

Ecolean AB

www.datamark.com.au

www.ecolean.com

Heat-activated, tamper-evident ink
Chromatic Technologies has announced Tamper Alert, an irreversible,
heat-activated ink technology to identify tamper evidence in labels
and packaging for food, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, electronics
and other products targeted for theft and counterfeiting.
It provides users with a tight activation window where the alert
transitions from colourless to full colour within a range of 10°C.
Traditional irreversible technologies require a transition window
between 30 to 50°C. This results in weak colour activation and
detection at lower temperatures.
The technology is available with target activation temperatures
of 50, 60, 70 and 80°C.
It also incorporates the company’s Turbo colour technology, creating colour alert in tamper evidence in blue, green, black and red.
At present, it is available only in water-based applications.
Chromatic Technologies Inc.
www.ctiinks.com
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The myths
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around food-grade compressed air

A common misconception in the food industry is that to have oil-free compressed
air you need an oil-free compressor.

“

N

ot so,” according to Martin Curd, sales manager at
Southern Cross Compressors Australia. Contaminants
in compressed air (dirt, water and oil) come from many
sources including ambient air, compressor lubricants
and contaminants in the air reticulation system. A common
misconception is that by installing an oil-free compressor there
is no need for downstream filtration.
In an oil-free compressor, the term ‘oil-free’ refers to the fact
that there is no oil in the compression process and therefore does
not come into contact with the air being compressed. However,
even with an oil-free compressor, filtration is still required to
remove dirt, condensate and oil vapour drawn into the compressor intake as well as contaminants in the reticulation system.
Oil is always the biggest concern, explained Martin; and
the international minimum quality standard for compressed
air used in contact with food, ISO 8573 (2010), allows for a
maximum residual oil content of 0.01 mg/m³ and a maximum
particulate size of 0.1 micron (reference conditions 1 bar.a and
temperature 20°C).
To put that into perspective, normal atmospheric air contains
between 0.05 to 0.5 mg /m³. Therefore, regardless of what type
of compressor is used, filtration is always required to get to the
required air quality.
Oil is injected into the compression space for three reasons:
• To seal the clearances between the rotors and casing.
• To lubricate the bearings.
• Principally to remove the heat of compression.
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Without this positive cooling, temperatures reached in
non-lubricated compressors are extremely high and can
significantly impact compressor life.
When an oil-lubricated compressor is used with coalescing and carbon filtration, maximum oil content requirements
drop to 0.003 mg /m³ (three times lower than class 1 or
classified as class 0).
Using high-quality coalescing and carbon filtration backed
up by the use of a residual oil sensor to monitor compressed
air and log (record) the hydrocarbon levels, this level of
air quality can be achieved and sustained; however, at
significantly lower capital and running costs compared to
a non-lubricated compressor.
Combine this with the use of STELLA Food Grade
Synthetic PAO Compressor Lubricant which is food-safe,
non-toxic and developed for rotary compressors used in
the food, drink and pharmaceutical processing and packaging industries and all of the NSF H1Food GradeFood Safe
requirements for the use in HACCP Certified Food and
Packaging Manufacturing Plants are met.
Southern Cross Compressors can offer effectively ‘oil-free’
compressed air at a much lower investment cost, with a
much longer life span and a significant reduction in power
consumption and service costs.
Southern Cross Compressors (Australia) Pty Ltd
www.southerncrossairccompressors.com.au
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Magnetic separator
and metal detector
For difficult food industry applications requiring the highest level of protection against
metal contamination, Eriez recommends its
rare earth magnetic separator, powered by
the RE7 Xtreme magnetic circuit, alongside
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an Xtreme Metal Detector.
The company’s Xtreme RE7 magnets are
said to be 13–40% stronger than other magnets on the market today, as indicated by head-to-head pull tests. The product is available in all Eriez magnetic tubes, grates and liquid line traps.
The Xtreme Metal Detector is recommended for food processing applications. With technology that minimises false
trips, the unit is able to detect the smallest of metals in challenging production applications.
The ‘double team’ concept of combining the Xtreme Metal Detector with the Xtreme RE7 magnetic separator results
in a solution that provides maximum protection while maintaining higher product yields. Together, the RE7 magnetic
separators and Xtreme Metal Detector provide great protection against dangerous, unwanted metals in products or
process flows.
This powerful approach will help users avoid expensive equipment downtime and product recalls while ensuring compliance with HACCP International Food Standards is maintained.
Eriez Magnetics Pty Ltd
www.eriez.com
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Fire-resistant packaging
Schütz’s Ecobulk SX-D packaging is designed to withstand ‘burning’ situations. This IBC with a volume of 1000 L not only has a
conventional grid, it also features a complete steel coat. Firmly
welded to the steel bottom plate, the additional coat forms its
own fully sealed container around the inner bottle of the container.
This double wall construction provides effective additional leak
protection, even under extreme conditions, such as fire.
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The fire resistance of the product was tested and confirmed in
the UL 2368 test conducted by Underwriters Laboratories. They

CO2 leak monitor for
refrigeration applications

certified that the product is suitable for flammable and highly

As the use of CO2 gas increases in popularity as a

flammable liquids as well as for use in potentially explosive zone

natural refrigerant due to its low environmental impact,

1 and 2 operating areas.

Bacharach has developed a CO2 leak detection monitor

The container can be used for hazardous goods or other

for industrial and retail refrigeration applications. The

sensitive filling goods such as toluene diisocyanate (TDI). The

instrument is selective, taking into consideration both

double wall of the product greatly reduces the risk of leakage.

response times and operating temperatures in these

Should the inner container leak, the additional wall prevents

applications.

sensitive or flammable media from seeping out into the envi-

Not all CO2 monitors are suitable for leak detection
in refrigeration applications. The sensors used need to

ronment.
Another safety feature of the design is that the container’s three

respond quickly to a rise in CO2 levels. Since CO2 has

openings are located in the top plate and are additionally pro-

a high operating pressure, gases can quickly escape

tected by steel caps. An opening with a nominal width of

into the refrigerated space at high rates. Instrumentation

DN 150, a G2 and a S56 bung are used for

designed to monitor for gradual changes in atmos-

filling and discharge. One of the bungs

pheric CO2 may not alert personnel in a timely manner,

can be used to discharge prod-

creating a potentially dangerous condition that quickly

uct with a dip-tube system. In

poses a threat to personnel.

combination with a conventional

The monitor is appropriately specified for use in the

pump system, this provides safe

operating temperatures required within refrigeration

and easy discharge. The second

applications, rated for use at temperatures as low as

bung is located close to the edge

-40°C. Sensors that are not designed to perform in this

of the container and can, for

environment may be inoperable or provide inaccurate

example, be used to completely

CO2 readings. The company’s refrigerant leak detection

empty the container by tilting it.

instruments are designed to effectively support the user

Schuetz Australia

requirements for which they were intended.

www.schuetz.net

System Control Engineering Pty Ltd
www.systemcontrol.com.au
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Drum tipper mates with low-height
receiving vessels
Flexicon’s TIP-TITE Drum Tipper for 115 to 200 L drums features
an elongated discharge cone that mates with the gasketed inlet
of low-height receiving vessels, allowing dust-free transfer of
free-flowing bulk solid materials.
Housed within a three-sided safety enclosure with safety interlocked doors, the drum platform is raised by a single hydraulic
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cylinder, creating a dust-tight seal between the rim of a drum
and the underside of the discharge cone.
With a drum secured in place, a second hydraulic cylinder tips the platform-hood assembly, stopping
at a dump angle of 45° with a motion-dampening feature, causing the spout of the discharge cone to
mate with a gasketed receiving ring on the lid of a low-height receiving vessel. A pneumatically actuated
slide gate at the spout can be opened variably for partial or total discharge at controlled rates, and then
closed before returning the drum to its original position, with no dust emitted throughout the cycle.
Available in stationary and mobile configurations, the product is offered in carbon steel with durable
industrial finishes, with material contact surfaces of stainless steel or in all-stainless steel finished to food,
dairy, pharmaceutical or industrial standards. A diameter adapter allows for the safe and dust-tight dumping of smaller-diameter drums.
Flexicon Corporation (Aust) Pty Ltd
www.flexicon.com.au

Experts in product movement
Eye-Flex

CCure Edge™

®

Wirebelt is the leading manufacturer
of stainless steel conveyor belts
for product handling and processing.
Manufacturing range includes
Flat-Flex , Eye-Flex , Compact Grid™,
Honeycomb and Spiral Woven Mesh.
Wirebelt - for conveying, cooking,
cooling, covering, drainage, heating
and drying applications.
®

Flat-Flex®

®

Compact Grid™

Richard Foot Pty Ltd. Unit 14, 2 Apollo Street,
Warriewood NSW Australia 2102
Tel: +61 2 9979 8311 Fax: +61 2 9979 8098
Email: sales@rfoot.com.au www.rfoot.com.au
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The cobots are coming
to a food industry near you

A new generation of robots is on the verge of making
the breakthrough in the food and beverage industr y:
the cobots.

E

quipped with collaborating arms, sensitive sensors
and cutting-edge safety technology, the autonomous
lightweight robots will work hand in hand with the
employees in future. Already an indispensable element
of automation today, robots are a key component of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution.
In 2016 the global stock of industry robots was around
1.8 million pieces and by 2020 this number will have increased
to more than three million as part of a sustained upwards
trend. “The rapidly growing offer of models featuring increasing
cognitive skills and intelligent technologies extends the fields
of application for industry robots and gives companies of all
sizes the chance to automate their businesses flexibly,” said
Joe Gemma, president of the International Federation of Robotics.

Humans meet machines
Human/robot collaboration (HRC) is becoming more and more
evident as agile lightweight robots with up to seven axes that
can move loads of up to 15 kg are already available. These co78
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bots are less dangerous than classic robots as their net weight
is low and their motion sequences slower. The benefit is that
these robots do not need to work behind safety barriers but can
be integrated on the factory floor.
The aim is for them to relieve their human colleagues by
carrying out monotonous and ergonomically unfavourable tasks.
And they can do this repetitively without making errors.
Typical fields of application are:
• pick and place applications;
• handling between different production steps;
• follow-the-line applications, where the robot has to precisely
carry out a predefined path of motion, for example, when
cutting and portioning meat or decorating cakes.
The challenge for food producers particularly lies in the optimal integration of the mechanical assistants into the production
processes. This is made possible by automation platforms which
unite high-precision mechanics, sensors as well as complex
control and measuring technology in the tightest of spaces.

www.foodprocessing.com.au

More safety thanks to sensory skin
The central distinguishing feature between the classic encased
robot applications and the HRC is that possible collisions are part
of the real scenario. The more intensively humans and machines
work together, the stricter the safety regulations.
In order to meet the high demands, cobots are equipped with
complex safety packages. Torque sensors in all axes ensure that
the robots are sensitive. In this way they can recognise people
and obstacles in the environment and react to them in real time.
The cobots are additionally equipped with capacitive, optical and
tactile sensors. If a person approaches a robot, it will automatically
reduce its speed — right down to the safe stop. For example,
the TX2 touch by Stäubli features a touch-sensitive surface that
ensures the six-axes robot stops when merely touched.

item. The application of such flexible grippers is conceivable
in places where a large number of drinking bottles or food is
handled — for example, in plants where different batch sizes
have to be produced within the shortest space of time.

Ultra-sensitive bionic grippers

See the cobots in action

Cobots are designed to take on tasks that up until now only the
highest-performance grippers were able to master: the human
hand. The engineers at Festo have let themselves be inspired
by nature and have developed a gripper based on a tentacle.
The Octopus Gripper comprises soft silicon that can be pneumatically controlled. As in the role model, two rows of active
and passively regulated suction cups are attached to the inside
of the tentacle. If the gripper is impinged with compressed air,
it bends inwards and interlocks gently around the respective

In March next year Anuga FoodTec will be held in Cologne,
Germany. The event will feature the Robotik-Pack-Line, an
automatic line with a capacity of 80 strokes a minute that will
take over the complete packing process on-site from primary to
secondary packing, through to the palletisation — including an
inline leakage test and contaminant inspection.
In addition, robot companies from around the world, system
integrators and suppliers of gripper and sensor technologies will
all be flying their flags.

•
•
•
•

Anuga FoodTec
20–23 March 2018
Cologne
www.global-competence.net/food/
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Reach truck
The Toyota Reflex RRE H Series
reach truck is an update of a model
in the TMHA line-up.
The series has a generation ‘true
vision’ mast that offers greater
reach height of 13 m, up from
10.5 m. The higher capacity mast
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can handle more weight at a
greater height.
Other new features of the reach
truck include upgraded steering,
with four predefined operator
settings, and a redesigned overhead
guard that offers improved visibility for the operator with a
transparent roof option.
The ergonomically designed operator’s compartment can
accommodate the needs of individual drivers and features
electronically adjustable floor height and fully adjustable
seat, steering console and control console, plus a new
accelerator pedal design.
Toyota Material Handling Australia Pty Ltd
www.toyotamaterialhandling.com.au

Heavy-duty hose reels
PitBull’s Heavy Duty Hose
reels are engineered and
manufactured by Reel Tech.
The hose reels have a robust
construction and features
that make them suitable for
mining, petroleum, transport
and food and beverages
industries.
The reels have an integrated, Australian-designed gearbox and
drive mechanism, which produces a safer rewind speed. The
Safer Hydraulic Rewind Drive ensures safe pull force without the
need for torque controls.
Other features include: hot dip galvanised for maximum corrosion protection; quick change stainless steel fluid path for corrosive cleaning chemicals; heavy-duty modular and compact
design; hose size range of 0.25 to 2″ ID; rewind options of
manual, pneumatic, hydraulic or electric; and a multipositional
frame mount base.
There are also customised options available by Reel Tech: the
Ezy-Deploy auto hose declutching system; the FlatWinder automatic hose layering system; the Reel-In-Control long-range wireless

Easy as …

remote control; and the Follow Me Hose Guide for FlatWinder
systems.
The hose reel range suits most common hose sizes: Series 147
to handle single 0.25 to 0.5″ ID hose; Series 147.5 to handle

The easy way to make your product move —
Ask VSS!
Pneumatic, electric and hydraulic flow aids,
vibrating conveyors and feeders.

single 0.75″ ID hose; Series 148 to handle single 0.75 to 1″ ID
hose; Series 149 to handle single 1.25 to 1.5″ ID hose; and Series
150 to handle single 1.5 to 2″ ID hose.
The galvanised reels can be used for outdoor and indoor washdown applications, foam application and tanker bay washdown.
Reel Tech
www.reeltec.com.au

With years of experience we can recommend the
best vibrator for your application.
Just ask for our client data request, fill in the
numbers and we’ll do the rest!
Call us on 1800 300 VSS (1800 300 877) or
email sales@vibrationsystems.com.au

BRANCHES AND DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL STATES AND NEW ZEALAND
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Burnt bakery

rises from the ashes better
than before
BULK HANDLING, STORAGE & LOGISTICS

After a serious fire in an industrial bakery,
a complete rebuild was required. Though
constrained by a challenging time frame, a
complete end-of-line solution, managed via
a centralised supervision system connected
with the site’s ERP (enterprise resource

© stock.adobe.com/au/storm

planning), was wanted.

M

oulin de la Chaume, one of the four industrial
bakeries of Agromousquetaires, an integrated
production division of the Intermarché Group,
supplies frozen unbaked bread and frozen prebaked bread predominantly to the group’s platforms.
Four production lines operate in three 8-hour shifts, five
to six days a week, producing a total of over 17,000 tonnes
of goods. More than 30 different types of white and specialty
breads are processed by the bakery, packaged in six different
cardboard case formats. 30 pallets come off the lines each hour,
directed to one of 3000 slots in the refrigeration chamber.
The company chose Gebo Cermex to provide a complete
end-of-line solution that would integrate production order
management, as well as traceability and intralogistics functions. Four robotic palletising cells were installed in paral-

lel, along with a range of equipment to provide additional
functionality: stretch wrapping, labelling, and case and pallet
conveying. Two AGVs (automated guided vehicles) ensure effective management of empty and full pallets, as well as the
supply of consumables on the lines.
After being devastated by the fire, the plant was entirely
rebuilt and re-equipped. Gebo Cermex’s palletising/depalletising division delivered a complete, fully connected end-of-line
solution on time and on budget.
Featuring several different technologies and components,
the solution installed at the Moulin de la Chaume plant by
Gebo Cermex is characterised by high operational intelligence
and smooth integration into the production flow, contributing to the efficiency of the four lines, as well as improving
operator safety and batch traceability.

www.foodprocessing.com.au
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Its supervision system covers manufacturing order management and provides full
traceability of the pallets and cases: fully connected with the customer’s ERP, the
information printed on the labels is detected and sent to the Moulin de la Chaume
product information system. This is all done from a single interface terminal,
enabling all operations to be handled from one central point. A further benefit is
that this system allows pallet patterns to be automatically optimised based on the
features of references which are recorded and stored in the ERP.

Multifunctionality of AGVs and gripping tools
The two AGVs supplied are driver-less forklift trucks for pallet stacking, providing
the link between the palletising cells and the stretch wrappers that operate with
the full pallets. They also deliver the stacked empty pallets to the cells, as well
as carrying pallets of cardboard cases to the line’s case erectors. As the AGVs
are laser-guided, they require no civil engineering changes to the site. Featuring
automatic battery change, they ensure 360° safety by detecting any passive or
moving obstacles.
The four robotic palletising cells, featuring a 6-axis robot and case labeller, offer brushless motorised gripping tools which are 100% automatically adjustable
for format changes. These tools have been further optimised in recent months to
enrich the recently launched RoboAccess palletising solution from Gebo Cermex.
This ensures fully automatic format changeovers. Each robot has a human machine
interface (HMI), with PalDesigner software included for the creation of new palletising formats and patterns.
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Results exceeded expectations
Moulin de la Chaume is the best performer of the four Agromousquetaires industrial bakeries in terms of the division’s logistics indicators — primarily due to
the integration of the four palletising cells and the additional equipment in the
overall manufacturing order management system, as well as to the fact that they
are all centrally managed.
Moulin de la Chaume has gained in terms of efficiency, with better management
of production orders via end-of-line supervision, and also in terms of batch and
pallet traceability and upgradability.

September 2016 total CAB audited circulation (Aust + NZ):
5915 readers (96% personally requested)

Printed and bound by SOS Print + Media
Print Post Approved PP100007395
ISSN No. 1039-8414

25% growth potential to exploit new segments
While 90% of the production from Moulin de la Chaume is destined for the
Intermarché Group, the remainder is delivered to independent distribution channels in France and Italy. The palletising and intralogistics equipment supplied by
Gebo Cermex was suitably designed for the purpose of developing this area of the
market. As such, it will enable ramp-up of future production capacity from the
customer’s side, including the possibility to integrate a fifth production line.
Gebo Cermex at Tetra Pak Marketing Pty Ltd
www.gebocermex.com
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NOTICE:
All material published in this magazine is published in good faith and every care
is taken to accurately relay information provided to us. Readers are advised by the
publishers to ensure that all necessary safety devices and precautions are installed and
safe working procedures adopted before the use of any equipment found or purchased
through the information we provide. Further, all performance criteria was provided
by the representative company concerned and any dispute should be referred to them.
Information indicating that products are made in Australia or New Zealand is supplied
by the source company. Westwick-Farrow Pty Ltd does not quantify the amount of
local content or the accuracy of the statement made by the source.
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Complete Food Packaging Solutions
• Filling and Packaging machines
• Bulk Packing lines
• Cheese Cutting and Packaging machines
• Can Seamers
• Thermoform, Fill and Seal
• Cup Filling and sealing
• Automatic Bag Insertion into boxes –
Made to measure bags
• Pouching and Cartoning machines
• Casepacking Systems

Case Erector

Cheese Cutting

Pouching Machine

Bagmaker Inserter

Cheese Wrapping

Can Seaming

PO Box 378
44-46 Catalina Drive, Tullamarine, VIC 3043 Australia
T: +61 3 9335 1211 F: +61 3 9335 1331
E: info@khspacific.com.au

CONVEY
FLEXI-DISC™ Tubular Cable
Conveyors gently slide fragile
foods and non-foods through
smooth stainless steel tubing
routed horizontally, vertically
or at any angle, over short
or long distances, dust-free.
Single or multiple
inlets and
outlets.

DUMP
FLEXICON® Manual
Dumping Stations allow
dust-free dumping of bulk
material from bags and other
containers. Automatic reversepulse filter cleaning allows
continuous, efficient
operation. Available
with integral bag
compactors
for total dust
containment.

CONDITION
BLOCK-BUSTER® Bulk Bag Conditioners
loosen bulk materials that have solidified
during storage and shipment. Variable height
turntable positions bag for hydraulic rams
with contoured conditioning plates to press
bag on all sides at all heights.

FILL
SWING-DOWN®, REAR-POST
and TWIN-CENTREPOST™
Bulk Bag Fillers can fill
one bulk bag per week or
20 per hour at the lowest
cost per bag. Numerous
performance options.
Available to industrial
or sanitary
standards.

CONVEY
PNEUMATI-CON®
Pneumatic Conveying
Systems move a broad
range of bulk materials
over short or long
distances, between single
or multiple inlet and
discharge points in low to
high capacities. Available
as dilute-phase vacuum or
positive pressure systems,
fully integrated with your
process.

AUSTRALIA
sales@flexicon.com.au
1 300 FLEXICON

UNLOAD
BULK-OUT® Bulk
Bag Dischargers
unload free- and
non-free-flowing
solids from bulk
bags automatically.
Allows untying,
discharging, retying
and collapsing of
bulk bags—all
dust-free. Available
with weigh
batching controls.

CONVEY
FLEXICON® Flexible Screw
Conveyors transport free- and
non-free-flowing bulk solid materials
from large pellets to sub-micron
powders, including products that
pack, cake or smear, with no
separation of blends, dust-free
at low cost. No bearings contact
material. Easy to clean
quickly, thoroughly.

TIP

SUCCEED

TIP-TITE® Container Tippers
dump bulk material from drums
(shown), boxes or other containers
into vessels up to 3 metres high.
Dust-tight (shown) or open chute
models improve
efficiency and
safety of an
age-old task.

The FLEXICON® Lifetime Performance
Guarantee* assures you of a successful result,
whether you purchase one piece of equipment
or an engineered, automated plant-wide system.
From initial testing in large-scale laboratories, to
single-source project management, to
after-sale support by a
worldwide network of
factory experts, you
can trust your process—
and your reputation—
to Flexicon.

USA
UK
GERMANY
SPAIN
SINGAPORE
SOUTH AFRICA
CHILE

+1 610 814 2400
+44 (0)1227 374710
+49 170 8 187 613
+34 930 020 509
+65 6778 9225
+27 (0)41 453 1871
+56 2 2415 1286
FF-0442

©2017 Flexicon Corporation. Flexicon Corporation has registrations and pending applications for the trademark FLEXICON throughout the world.
*See complete Guarantee for details.

